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KEY TO THE DOCUMENT (UPDATED AS OF 3-31-2021)
This document is forwarded from the Finance Committee. The packet includes questions asked by Councilors and the
Public that have been combined into the questions as they appear in this document. Those questions are presented
in green.
Additional questions and previously unanswered questions AND the Answers or Additions to Answers are shaded in
YELLOW. The answers to these items required advice from the Town’s Attorney; were informed by discussion with the
Finance Committee of the Town Council; or additional information was added since the questions were first
answered.
This document is accompanied by the original set of answers found in “Financial Information Regarding the Proposed
Library Expansion Project 2-22-2021,” and in several instances, questions raised by Councilors and the Public were at
least partially answered in the document dated 2-22-2021.
Over 15 people provided responses to these questions. The respondents to the questions wish to convey that all
questions have been answered based upon the best information available and to the best of their ability.
BROAD CATEGORIES OF QUESTIONS; QUESTIONS; AND RESPONSES
Project Oversight and Construction Management
1. Who and/or what group will oversee the construction of the project?
a. Will there be a building Committee and what is the composition of the Committee. (e.g., Town Councilors,
Trustees, etc.)
b. What role will the Building Committee have with regard to cost containment, design decisions,
sustainability, etc.?
The final decision regarding Project Management and Structure will be made by the Town Manager in
consultation with the Town Council and the Jones Library Trustees. That decision must be consistent with
guidance provided by the MBLC.
The Town Manager is responsible for signing the contract with MBLC along with any other required signatures
(i.e., Town Council, Jones Library Inc.). The Town Manager will develop a draft Building Committee Charge
consistent with other committee charges of the Town. While the Building Committee will advise on the project,
the Town Manager consistent with the guidance of MBLC will make all final decisions regarding the construction
of the project.
The Town will have an Owner’s Project Manager responsible for oversight of the project. The OPM will be
responsible for managing decisions regarding costs, design, etc.

LANGUAGE FROM THE MBLC:
The Building Committee is the overarching, decision-making body that oversees the project. All the work of the
subcommittees is brought to the main Building Committee for approval and formal submission to the library
Board of Trustees or the city/town, depending on your local process.
Many towns and cities have standing building committees for all public construction projects.
 If this is the case, make sure the Library Director gets official voting status on this committee for the library
project.
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If there is no standing committee, your Select Board, Town Council, Mayor or other governing entity will
appoint a committee. The library director should have a role in deciding who is appointed, and should have
official voting status on the committee. Some or all of the members of your previous committee (from the
planning & design phase) may continue on as Building Committee members.
Every project is different, but some of the common subcommittees are:
o Fundraising
 Capital campaign, etc.
o Communications
 PR & marketing, publications, project website
o Interiors
 Furniture and finishes
o Landscaping
o Event Planning
 Groundbreaking
 Dedication/Grand Opening
o Teen Advisory
 Teen room design
o Design/Construction Team - A core group that attends construction meetings and does much of the dayto-day work
 Library director
 Architect
 OPM
 Key building committee member(s) - chair and/or treasurer
 Site supervisor - an employee of the General Contractor

2. Please describe the structure of the daily oversight and management of the project during construction. (i.e.,
Owner’s Project Manager, Construction Manager, Construction Manager at Risk, etc.)
The Jones Library Trustees have already engaged an Owner’s Project Manager. The RFP for construction will
describe the Town’s required specifications for Construction Manager.
LANGUAGE FROM THE MBLC:
Municipal and state construction projects are subject to M.G.L. 7C, sections 44-47 (Public Building Projects
Design Services). All public libraries are, by definition, public buildings. This means that certain state
requirements apply to both the building itself and also to the process of planning, designing, and constructing it.
https://www.mass.gov/doc/designing-and-constructing-public-facilities-legal-requirements-recommendedpractices-and/download
Ownership of the Building
1. Who presently owns the Jones Library?
The Jones Library, Inc.
2. If the Town is investing at least 2/5th of the cost of the Construction should the Town own the building?
The Town Manager is consulting with the Town’s Attorney to determine the best options for how to protect the
Town’s interest in the building.
3. Why is the Town investing in a building that it does not own?
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This is not unusual. The Town has previously invested in the Jones Library when the 1993 addition was built.
(See response above regarding protecting the Town’s interest in the building.)
Total Costs, Inflation, and Cost Overruns
1. What is the time period for which the present estimates for each Option are effective?
The chart below outlines each option and the corresponding cost depending on the construction start date. If
the expansion or repair start dates move beyond the estimated dates below, the Library would need to provide
the new parameters to the Owner’s Project Manager, or Kuhn Riddle for the repair, to determine the impacts of
such a change.
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Comparison
of Costs

Estimated
total cost if
construction
begins in 2021
*

Estimated
total cost if
construction
begins in
3/2022

Expansion &
Renovation

Design Development is
a 6 month – 1 year
process. Approval to
proceed with the
project in early 2021 by
Town Council would
result in a construction
start date in 2022.

$36,279,700

Repair:
Option 1
(3 phases)

$16,818,251

$16,884,236

Repair:
Option 2
(2 phases)

Comments

$13,984,017

Repair: Option 1 Comments:
Three-phased project with work done in
2021, 2024, and 2026
Similar to the Expansion/Renovation, the
repair estimates are not fully developed
construction documents. As such an
approval in 2021 would likely result in
construction beginning in 2022. See cost
options for 2022 start date.
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
Two-phased project with work done in
2022 and 2024. This number reflects
removal of one year of escalation to
move the Phase 1 start date from 2022
to 2021.
Similar to the Expansion/Renovation, the
repair estimates are not fully developed
construction documents. As such an
approval in 2021 would likely result in
construction beginning in 2022. See cost
options for 2022 start date.

$14,377,815

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
$35,623,124 plus
$290,650 Energy Conservation Measures
$365,926 Cross-Laminated Timber
Repair: Option 1 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of one
year of escalation to move Phase 1 from
2021 to 2022. It assumes 2nd and 3rd
Phases remain in 2024 and 2026.
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
Two-phased project with work done in
2022 and 2024.
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Estimated
total cost if
construction
begins in
3/2023

Estimated
total cost if
construction
begins in
3/2024

$37,952,000

$17,499,605

$14,926,928

Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This number reflects one year of
escalation.
Repair: Option 1 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of two
years of escalation to move Phase 1
from 2021 to 2023. It assumes 2nd and
3rd Phases remain in 2024 and 2026.
Repair: Option 2 Comments:
This number reflects the addition of one
year of escalation to move the Phase 1
start date from 2022 to 2023. It
assumes the 2nd Phase remains in 2024.
Expansion & Renovation Comments:
This number reflects two years of
escalation.

$39,234,800

This additional estimate was added to
demonstrate approval by Town Council
to proceed with the project in 2023 that
would result in construction beginning in
2024.

2. Based upon the stated total project cost, the proposed renovation/addition option will be supported by a set
amount from the MBLC, and a set amount from the Town (i.e., “not to exceed”) and the remainder contributed
from the proposed Library Fundraising (i.e., $6.7 Million). Given this:
a. Will the base cost of the project remain as estimated if the project moves forward within the next year or
so? (See chart above)
b. How are adjustments made for inflation? (See chart above)
c. How are adjustments made for the increased cost of materials? (The OPM Project budget includes 4%
escalation on construction – see additional detail below)
d. How are cost overruns managed and accommodated for? (See below)
The budget for the Library Project is $36,279,700. This budget reflects an increase of $656,600 over the prior
budget due to the additional Energy Conservation Measures and Cross Laminated Timber structure approved by
the Board in the updated Schematic Design Package. The Board of Trustees incorporated these additional costs
into the fundraising goals so that the cost of the project to Town would not increase.
The Board of Trustees worked with Colliers, the Owner Project Manager (OPM), to update the Total Project
Budget to reflect the updated Schematic Design Package approved by the Board in October and that reflects
approval of the project by Town Council in April of 2021 which would likely mean a construction start date in
March of 2022. The OPM has confirmed that the Library Project can be completed within the $36.3M budget if
we proceed with the project with an April 2021 vote to accept the MBLC grant.
The OPM further explained that Projects go through several design phases (Schematic Design, Design
Development, Construction Documents, Bidding, Construction). At the end of each of these phases a cost
estimate is done by the Design Team and a second separate cost estimate is completed by the OPM
Team. Those cost estimates are then reconciled so that we have a clear picture of the project costs before
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moving into the next phase. The project only moves into the next phase once we are sure that we are on
budget and there is cost certainty.
3. Is a yes vote effectively a blank check?
Absolutely not. The project must stay within its budget.
4. Can an updated project cost breakdown be provided?
See next 2 pages.
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5. The Expansion option would close the Library for 72 weeks and require offsite. Option 2 (2 phase repair) would
close for 52 weeks. Why is the $ estimate the same despite the shorter time period?
The OPM provided the estimate for the temporary closure in the projected budget for the Renovation and
Expansion. KRA used these numbers as the basis for their estimates. Please note these are estimates.
6. Is the projected cost using the General Contractor method of construction or Construction Manager at Risk? If
Construction Manager, is there a contingency in the budget for that?
The project is currently budgeted as a MGL Chapter 149 Design-Bid-Build (GC) project (see budget above
regarding contingencies). The final decision regarding this issue will be made clear in the RFP.
7. Why are lines in the cost table redacted?
These Costs are not shown for the purposes of the RFP and bidding.
8. Why are some costs lower than the 2017 estimates, including demolition and site work costs?
In order to update the design schematics to include the sustainable features recommended by the Sustainability
Committee, the Library commissioned additional work from the architect. This additional work included
subcontracting with an engineering firm to model the expected energy use of the proposed design. Through this
additional work with the architect and engineer, certain figures in the project budget have more certainty such
as the Sitework and Site Utility Systems. The OPM updated the project budget to replace prior estimates with
the updated cost projections from Fennessy based on the current schematic design.
9. Do architect and professional fees include inflation escalation? These are redacted so not possible to compare.
Yes.
10. What costs were reduced to hold the total cost to the target: During the meeting it was stated that $1.8 million
was cut. What did this include?
The OPM has offered to review the specific details of the Project Budget with Finance Committee members.
a. Did the savings include not paying rent when the library is closed or is this $500,000 still in the budget?
No. The budget still includes the temporary location estimate of $500,000.
b. Furnishing: This was reduced by $400,000. Did the original estimate assume all new shelving and
furnishing? Can existing furniture and shelves be used? What is the plan for storage of furniture while the
library is closed?
The MLBC projected budget was based on all new furnishings and stacks. In conversations with the OPM,
this number could be reduced and still complete the project. There will likely need to be future
conversations around what furniture is chosen and what if anything, it makes sense to reuse.
c. Please list what was cut to save $1.8 million.
The OPM has offered to review the specific details of the Project Budget with Finance Committee members.
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11. Contingency: What is the total $ included for any type of contingency in the Project Cost of $36.3 Million?
Bottom line 6% and embedded in Construction estimate? Is this sufficient.
The OPM has offered to review the specific details of the Project Budget with Finance Committee members.
12. Time Period to Reassess Total Costs
a. During the discussion, Colliers or the Architect estimated that within 7 months we would have better
information of costs, and they “might” introduce some alternatives
b. Would it be possible at that point to find “efficiencies” with some square footage reductions to avoid
reduced key building elements including energy/sustainability?
c. If not possible, would it be possible to stop the project at a critical juncture
An OPM is required by state law for any project over $1.5 million and must be selected according to state
Designer Selection Laws & Regulations. The OPM's job is to represent the library's interests in all facets of the
project, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Managing meetings
Helping to evaluate architectural firms
Negotiating contracts
Monitoring timelines
Handling invoices & payments
Resolving site and design issues
Coordinating communication

During the discussion, the OPM explained that at the end of each phase (schematic design, design development,
and construction documents), two cost estimates are completed (one by the design team and one by the OPM
team) and those are reconciled. The cost estimate at the end of each phase provides a clear picture of the
project within the budget before moving into the next phase. The project does not move into the next phase
unless we are sure we are on budget. At the end of the construction document phase, the project will go out to
bid. There is a pre-qualification process for general bids in the Commonwealth. The OPM, along with the Town
and its procurement agent will have a lot of input in this process that will be happening in concert with the final
phase of the construction documents. When the project goes out to bid, the OPM will make sure that the
project has cost certainty. If there is concern based on the estimators looking at the market and where the
project stands at that point in time and if the project costs are trending right on the line of the budget, the OPM
may suggest reviewing alternates (either adding or deducting) to ensure that when the project goes out to bid
there is cost certainty and the project will be completed as designed. The OPM will also actively solicit
contractors to assure competitive bidding to further ensure cost certainty for the project.
The square footage of the design could only be further reduced if it would not impact the Building Program.
The MBLC will release its first payment (20%) upon Town signing the contract. Cancellation of the project and its
implications would be subject to the contract terms with the MBLC.
13. Should there be a 4% escalation for each year from 2019 – 2022 for professional services, Owner’s Insurance,
etc.
The OPM has offered to review the specific details of the Project Budget with Finance Committee members.
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14. The square footage of the building decreased from 65,660sf in 2016 to 61,296sf in 2020 (a reduction of 4,364sf)
which partly explains why the construction cost didn't increase. Has the MBLC approved of this reduction? (I
thought the grant rules stated square footage could not be reduced). Can further reductions in square footage
be made to reduce costs?
The cost per square foot of construction did increase. See question 15 below. The architects have been in
conversations with the MBLC regarding the updated schematic design. The reduction of square footage in the
current schematic design could be achieved because it does not impact the Building Program. The square
footage could only be further reduced if it would not impact the Building Program. Once this project is
approved, the architects will meet with the MBLC regarding the updated schematic designs, including the
revised square footage.

15. The Construction numbers don't appear to have increased from 2016 to 2020 to account for improvements to
the building envelope and HVAC to meet the newer, more stringent EUI target; only the various controls
("Energy Conservation Measures") and Timber appear to be added. Is there any other premium for creating a
tighter building envelope?
The cost of construction for the schematic design has changed as follows:
2016 MBLC Schematic

2016 Escalated

2020 Revised Schematic

2020 Escalated

New Construction

$349.56/GSF

$363.50/GSF

$418.31/GSF

$435.00/GSF

Renovation

$264.42/GSF

$275.00/GSF

$334.68/GSF

$348.10/GSF

16. Demolition and streets during construction
a. What is the plan for the demolition debris?
b. Will Amity need to be closed for any time period?
c. Will there likely be any damage to the street or sidewalk? If yes, does the Budget include repairs?
The Library building project has several phases, including, Schematic, Design Development, Construction
Documents. The current schematic phase does not yet detail specifics around demolition debris, street closures,
etc. These details will be fleshed out during later phases in the project.
17. Is there an update of the MBLC Grant Application project costs summary proforma (project ‘budget’) that
supports this new 2/8/21 project cost estimate?
The OPM project budget is created prior to the MBLC budget. The OPM develops a high/low probable budget.
The budget in 2016 was informed by the Fennessy estimate for the 2016 design. The numbers in blue on the
OPM budget are inputted. The numbers in black are formulas that have been designed over time based on the
experience of the OPM. Once the OPM budget is completed, it is translated into the required MBLC analysis
form that breaks out eligible vs ineligible costs. The MBLC budget is created at a point in time and can not be
adjusted. The budget is locked in with the MBLC and no changes can be made.
18. Legal and borrowing costs. The MBLC application project costs summary proforma left the line items for “Legal
Services,” “Municipal Bond Costs,” “Independent Design Review (if used),” and “Misc. Fees and Expenses” blank,
that is $0. Will we have legal and borrowing/bonding costs, or these other costs, and if so, how much?
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The OPM project budget is created prior to the construction grant application estimate. The OPM develops a
high/low probable budget. The budget in 2016 was informed by the Fennessy estimate for the 2016 design. The
numbers in blue on the OPM budget are inputted. The numbers in black are formulas that have been designed
over time based on the experience of the OPM. Once the OPM budget is completed, it is translated into the
required MBLC analysis form that breaks out eligible vs ineligible costs. The MBLC budget is created at a point in
time and can not be adjusted. The budget is locked in with the MBLC and no changes can be made.
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Cash Flow/Financing
1. Please provide detailed Cash Flow for each of the three options. In those presentation please include and
highlight the following:
a. The starting date
b. The assumed interest rate including interest rate
c. A notation as to what is not included (i.e., CPA Money, Historic Tax Credits), and
d. Any other notations that create that ability to compare the options.
Please see attached debt schedules prepared by the Financial Advisor. The schedules are based on projected
cash flows for each project provided by Colliers/Kuhn Riddle Architects.
The starting date for each option is based on the project timelines provided by Colliers/Kuhn Riddle Architects.
The projected interest rates are based on the timing of the borrowings for each option. The projected rates
increase incrementally in future years. If these projects move forward, the actual rates are obtained through a
competitive bid process conducted by the Treasurer with the support of the Financial Advisor.
In the add/reno option, CPA funds and historic tax credits are used to reduce the amount of the local share that
will need to be borrowed. These offsetting funds have not be incorporated into the repair options as it has not
been determined if they are eligible.
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Renovation and Addition Option 1
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Renovation and Addition Option 2b – Corrected 3.19.21
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Repair Option 1

17

Repair Option 2
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Repair Option 2 – Single Financing
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2. Why does the $14.4 million repair option show financing adding up to $29,870,066 while the expansion adds up
to $20,751,810? Can you share the cash flow projections for the $14.4 million repair option using the same
assumptions as are applied to the cash flow for the Expansion? Why are you proposing a lower interest rate for
the expansion (2.8%) and a higher interest rate for the repair (3.5%)? Shouldn't you apply the same interest rate
to do a proper comparison?
The schedules provided by the financial advisor use a mix of bond anticipation notes (BANs) and bonds to fund
the projects. BANs are a temporary borrowing used to finance the construction and they ultimately get
converted into a bond. When trying to determine if the financings equal the total cost of the project, you would
only add the bonds.
The interest rate assumptions are based on when the borrowing is proposed to occur. Typically the farther away
the borrowing, the more conservative the interest rate estimate will be. Repair option 1 calls for borrowings
several years away and therefore higher interest rates are assumed. We could certainly just apply the same
interest rate across the board but that would not reflect the reality of these borrowing taking place at different
times and the risk associated with borrowings farther into the future.
3. Why is the largest borrowing for the repair not until 2027 while for the expansion it is 2024?
The timing of the borrowings are based on schedule of projected expenditures provided by Colliers/Kuhn Riddle
Architects.
4. Why is the principal for the expansion only $15,030,000 while the principal for the repair is higher at
$16,810,000? Shouldn't the expansion be at least $15.8M and the repair be $14.4M? Can you explain how the
Expansion/Renovation financing can generate $15,751,810 but only have to repay debt on $15,030,000? Could
this same assumption apply to a Repair/Renovation?

When banks bid on the Town’s bonds, it is quite common for them to bid a premium which means they give the
Town more up front than what we have to pay back. This additional increment is then spread across the debt
schedule to make the payments lower each year. This additional increment called the premium is factored into
the effective interest rate. The Financial Advisor modeled what he thought a potential premium would look like
but this will depend on the competitive bidding process.
5. Financial Flow: Repair option 2:
a. For purposes of comparison, please show the flow if this were one phase with financing to start in 2022.
b. One phase would save $224,032 based on Kuhn-Riddle table with escalation in phase 2.
c. KRA indicated it could save more by the contractor have just one start-up time.
d. The total to be financed would be $14.1 Million if assume year 2022.
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See chart labeled Repair Option 2 – Single Financing. The total cost has been adjusted to $14,207,280 based on
reducing the impact of cost escalation and related design fees for phase 2.

Historic Tax Credits: Assumption and basis
1. Using the proposed Renovation/Expansion, please provide a more detailed calculation regarding the potential
historic tax credits including the estimated cost of what qualifies for historic tax credits; the calculation; the sale;
and the cash amount available for the library.
See form provided in link below.
2. What documents are used to determine the base cost used for the application (i.e. schematic design,
construction documents, etc.)?
https://www.sec.state.ma.us/mhc/mhcpdf/tax_credit_form_inst.pdf
3. Please provide an example timetable (using this or another completed project) to demonstrate how the
application and award of credits work and at what point(s) during the project they are awarded.
There are 3 application cycles (rounds) per year. The deadlines for applications are 1/15, 4/30, 8/31. It is typical
that a project will not receive approval in the first round application. Applications may be submitted in
subsequent rounds until they reach the 20%. It is common that a project must apply in multiple application
rounds to get the full 20%. See the link below where projects and the rounds in which they were granted
awards are listed.
Applications are typically made throughout construction but could be applied for during Design Development as
well. There are no milestones for the application of credits that tie to the MLBC grant process. If a project has a
longer construction period, that provides more opportunities to apply. Once the construction is complete,
applications may no longer be made.
Simultaneous to the applications being made for the credits, Epsilon will identify investors for the tax credits and
have the agreements in place prior to the issuance of the certificate.
Once the Certificate of Occupancy is received, part 3 of the application is filed. The receipt of the tax credit
certificate is generally received within 30-60 days of the filing of the part 3 application. Once received they can
then be sold to the investor with whom the agreement is already in place.
4. Please provide 2-3 examples that demonstrate your experience in obtaining Historic Tax Credits (i.e., successful
applications, partially successful applications, failed applications).
Epsilon Associates, Inc. has been retained as a consultant for the Historic Tax Credits. Their highly respected
historic preservation professionals have secured state and federal historic rehabilitation tax credits for hundreds
of projects throughout the Northeast. Securing state and federal historic rehabilitation tax credits for their
clients helps to finance the rehabilitation, renovation, and adaptive reuse of historic buildings breathing new life
into otherwise underutilized or abandoned buildings.
Doug Kelleher has more than 25 years of experience in historic preservation planning, architectural design
review, state and federal historic rehabilitation tax credits, and regulator compliance. Mr. Kelleher’s prior
experience includes numerous years as a Preservation Planner with the Massachusetts Historical Commission.
He specializes in providing public and private sector clients with strategic consulting for complex real estate
projects involving historic resources for compliance with local, state, and federal historic preservation
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regulations. Widely recognized as a leader in the preservation community, his well-established expertise is a
cornerstone of Epsilon’s historic resources and historic tax credit practice.
https://www.epsilonassociates.com/services/historic-preservation
https://www.sec.state.ma.us/mhc/mhctax/taxidx.htm
5. What parts of the repair options might qualify for historic tax credits (i.e. HVAC, including humidity control for
special historic Library collections, Slate roof repairs, handicap accessible, internal systems, etc.)?
The repair option was not part of the study conducted by Epsilon.

Alternatives to three options presented:
1. Why did Kuhn-Riddle analyze the library AS IS both regarding space organization and the continued use of fossil
fuels?
From Kuhn Riddle Architects: There seems to be confusion about what was included in KRA’s scope of work for
the study, as similar questions have come up. Kuhn Riddle Architects was hired to do an Accessibility Study, and
only an Accessibility Study. The study was focused on what accessible upgrades would be required by code if the
Jones Library were to proceed with making the repairs outlined in the 2017 Western Builders proposed repairs
of aging systems. Kuhn Riddle Architects was not engaged in the review of the existing systems and proposed
repairs.
It was not within the scope of our study to review the existing systems of the building, nor to make
recommendations on the repair or replacement of those systems. It was also not in the scope of our services to
review the proposed renovation by Finegold Alexander Architects and determine if those proposed new systems
could also be used as an approach for the repair options.
Through the Western Builders and KRA studies, the Library and Town Council is trying to understand (if the
Finegold Alexander Architects proposed design did not move forward), what is the “bare minimum” that would
need to be done to the existing building as it stands today, to replace aging and failing systems and provide the
“bare minimum” accessibility requirements, which it currently does not meet. These studies are meant to
represent the “bare minimum” requirements that the Library must address in the immediate future to function
over the next 20 to 30 years. Anything above and beyond the bare minimum outlined in these studies would be
more expensive.
2. What would the estimated cost be to renovate the existing building, addressing accessibility and sustainability
but not expanding? What would be the cost to the town of such a renovation, after deducting $1.5 million of
CPA funds and $1.6 million of Historic Tax Credits?
This study has not been performed.
It is only with the completion of such a study, could a rational amount be advanced regarding an application for
$1.5 Million (or the allowed $1.0 Million) in CPA funding in the Historic category and an estimate of $1.6 Million
in Historic Tax Credits.
3. Can a cash flow projection be developed for a $12 million project?
Yes but more details would be need to be provided on the cash flow and timing of the option.
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Fundraising
The following table includes the breakdown the Jones Library has presented regarding Fundraising for the proposed
renovation/expansion project.
Source
CPA Grant

Projected Amount
$1,000,000

Notes
Awarded, subject to Town Council authorization
31% of this goal has been pledged by individuals:

Number of
Pledges

Community Campaign
*In hand bequest

Amount

Total

1

$

300,000

$

300,000

1

$

150,000

$

150,000

1

$

100,000

$

100,000

3

$

25,000

$

75,000

1

$

20,000

$

20,000

1

$

15,000

$

15,000

2

$

10,000

$

20,000

26

$

5,000

$

130,000

1

$

3,000

$

3,000

3

$

2,500

$

7,500

2

$

2,000

$

4,000

1

$

1,500

$

1,500

1

$

1,250

$

1,250

5

$

1,000

$

5,000

1

$

500

$

500

1

$

80

$

80

1*

$

273,371

$

273,371

$3,300,000
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Total
Community
Campaign:

$

1,105,830

$1,600,000

Application to be made during Design Development. If approved,
Credits would be applied for and received throughout the
construction process. Receipts for the sale of Credits are not
available until a certificate of occupancy is issued.

Foundations & Financial
Institutions

$400,000

Town Council approval of project required to successfully pursue.

Other Governmental
Grants

$650,000

Actual amount to be determined and awarded upon approval by
Town Council and, at a minimum, completion of Design
Development.

Historic Tax Credits

TOTAL

$6,950,000

1. What happens if the Trustees can’t raise their share of $6.75 mil now that they have committed to paying for
the sustainability costs?
The Trustees of the Jones Library, Inc. are in discussions with the Town Manager to establish a Memorandum of
Understanding whereby the Trustees of the Jones Library, Inc. would guarantee the Town $6,656,576 to be
provided simultaneously with the final payment from the MBLC.
2. How much of their fundraising has been spent already in studies and designs? How much is left and ready to
hand over to the Town?
The Friends of the Jones Library Community Campaign portion of the fundraising currently includes a $273,000
in-hand bequest plus an addition $823,830 in pledges if Town Council approves the Renovation and Expansion.
Of the $273,000 in-hand bequest; the Accessibility Study cost $17,100; the CPA application work cost $5,000; the
Sustainability Study and design work cost $94,300; and $6,000 has been spent on fundraising. It should be
noted that both the sustainability study and additional design work would normally have been done during the
Design Development phase, so the project has been moved forward somewhat through this funding. The
remaining balance of funds in hand is $151,000, combined with the $823,830 in pledges to date for a current
Community Campaign balance of $983,830.
3. Is it correct that fundraising could be done for a repair, Historic Tax Credits for the 1928 original building and
Massachusetts Cultural Facilities Fund grants could be applied for and individuals and institutions could be asked
for donations and CPA money could be requested but that the trustees have chosen not to do so?
See page 3 (Preface), Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion Project, February 8, 2021
4. Did the trustees ask the donors whether they would be willing to pay for either an expansion/renovation or a
repair of the library?
See page 10, Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion Project, February 8, 2021
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5. The endowment increased to $9 million by the end of 2020. Page 13 notes that Vanguard expects much lower
returns over the next 10 years. Forecasts indicate a likely correction ahead with the stock market at all-time
highs.
a. What happens if the draw on endowment needs to be 5% for operating costs AND the endowment is at risk
for short-falls in fundraising?
The percentage draw depends on how much is needed to create a balanced budget. A 5% draw assumes
that the fundraising shortfall is greater than $2 million. Obviously, this is a higher risk. Our ability to
navigate through this would depend on some combination of these three factors: would investment returns
exceed 5%; would continue fundraising restore a substantial portion of the withdrawn funds to the
endowment within a short (e.g., 3 year) period; would increase annual operational support giving increase
enough to reduce the required draw within that period. If none of these occurred then a 5% draw would
not be enough to maintain services and a balanced budget.
b. Risk to Taxpayers: Who would be at risk if the Endowment cannot cover shortfall in fund raising or historic
tax credits? Or if costs are higher than originally estimated? Would the Town of Amherst be at risk for
paying for a greater share of the construction project? Would the Trustees be held accountable? Is there a
way to insure against this risk?
The Library has offered to guarantee this fixed amount of the project costs. The Library understands and is
prepared to assume risks that result from raising less than that guarantee. The supervision of the project
and the controls on costs are expected to be shared between the Town and the Library. With tight controls
the costs are expected to be held to the budget. Contractual provisions offer some protection against
construction errors and failures, but other kinds of risk insurance are not a feature that one can expect.
c. When (years) would the Town know if Trustees had failed to secure the $6.9 million not covered by the
grant or Town $15.75 commitment?
The Trustees of the Jones Library, Inc. are in discussions with the Town Manager to establish a
Memorandum of Understanding whereby the Trustees of the Jones Library, Inc. would guarantee the Town
$6,656,576 to be provided simultaneously with the final payment from the MBLC.
d. What type of risk assessment has been performed?
There are multiple parts to the fundraising plan. The CPA portion has been stated in previous
documents. The CPA committee approved the Library's application. We would expect that if the Town
decides to accept the MBLC offer, that it will also commit CPA funds.
The Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit (HRTC) program is an ongoing program to which the Commonwealth
now authorizes $55 million annually. It allows up to 20% of the approved construction costs (hard and soft)
on historic structures to qualify. The budget of this project includes about $9 million in hard costs for the
original building, and soft costs attributable to that portion of the project would add at least $2 million. Our
consultants say that previous well-supported library and other projects have been approved at or close to
the 20% maximum. The sale of these credits typically realizes around 85% of their face value, and the
market is broad. Approvals on portions of the work occur three times a year, and corrections for errors can
be resubmitted in the next cycle. If $11 million is used as the historic building costs a 20% credit sold for 85%
of value would produce revenue of over $1.8 million. If only a 15% credit were allowed the net revenue
would be $1.4 million. Our estimate is $1.6 million.
Other State Grants, modeled as the Cultural Facilities Fund which is provided to organizations that
encourage visits to cultural centers. The Hitchcock Center and the Amherst Cinema have received such
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grants in excess of $600,000. Other libraries have received them, but few have collections that rival
ours. Like the HRTC program, public support is critical to the reviews. The annual budget is $10 million. We
have not yet investigated what additional governmental grants might be available for a green project now or
in the next several years.
Community support is the center of our fundraising activity. At this stage, before the project has been
approved, supporters have pledged over $1 million of the $3.3 million target. During the 3 years between
now and the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy fundraising will proceed, with the benefit of real
progress on the construction and fitting out the building. Fundraising will continue beyond that point and
will continue at least until the Library's commitment has been satisfied.
Foundations and Financial Institutions may include for profit and non-profit institutions operating in
Western Massachusetts or with interests in either our library activities or the specifics of our building
project. Preliminary discussions are ongoing, but cannot be finalized or publicly noted until there is an
approved project.

6. Should the Town pay an expert to examine assumptions and advise on the Risk?
Jones Library Trustees and the Library Director have secured highly respected consultants with excellent
reputations. In addition, the Town has consulted extensively on the financial aspects of the project with
particular emphasis on the borrowing strategies and projections.
7. Endowment and Town Risk
a. The Financing flow has the Town finance $20.8 million - $5 million in ST BAN and $15.8 million in long term
debt
b. What happens if the $5 million is not reimbursed in the 3 year period? Would the Town charge the
Endowment Fund to avoid longer-term debt?
c. Could the Town charge as much as $4 million (Fund raising falls short; Historic Tax credits slow in being
realized.
d. How long could the Endowment contribute to annual operating costs at the required level if the base is
reduced by $2 -4 Million? In other words, with an Endowment of $5 to $7 Million instead of the current $9
million
$5 million in Bond Anticipation Notes (BANs) are one year notes. They will be repaid from the MBLC payments
of about $2.5 million each as we reach milestones in the project.
There can be delays in receipts that could theoretically require payment delays or additional short term
borrowings by the Town during the course of construction, but shortfalls that occur or persist by the end of
construction would be covered by funds from the library endowment.
We have data on the 12 quarter average endowment value showing what the dollar value of withdrawal was or
could have been at 4% and 4.5% when the endowment was smaller.
12 qtrs average ($000s) ending

FY

Withdrawal at 4%

Withdrawal at 4.5%

6/11

$7,343

2013

$293,707

$330,420

6/12

7,456

2014

298,233

335,501

6/13

7,348

2015

293,927

330,668

6/14

7,319

2016

292,796

329,396
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6/15

7,515

2017

300,618

338,195

6/16

7,502

2018

300,112

337,625

6/17

7,437

2019

297,490

334,676

6/18

7,569

2020

302,778

340,625

6/19

7,806

2021

312,235

351,264

6/20

7,941

2022

317,653

357,360

The system design is meant to avoid large variations from year to year in the sustainable withdrawal rate, and
generally the amount needed has been in the range of 4-4.5%. If the value of the endowment averages around
$7 million we expect to be able to function normally. If the value is $5-6 million for less than 3 years we would
probably have to go beyond this withdrawal rate, but would recover.
8.

If the Town will need to assess the endowment for millions, will it be able to support operating? And to what
Sean has modeled for how we can afford the buildings and impact on operating budgets.
Please see above. The Jones Library Inc. Treasurer Bob Pam, has done a significant amount of analysis of the
present Endowment and estimates that the fund could pay as much as $2 Million dollars toward fundraising at
the end of the 5 year period without impacting the operating budgets. In comparing this to the details of the
professionally developed fundraising plan there is significant reason to believe that Jones Library Inc. will not
have to tap into the Endowment to that level.

Sustainability
The following questions and their answers are summarized in the questions below.
1. Did you factor in any current town planning for emissions reduction, such as the ECAC planning process or the use of
Community Choice Energy?
2. Why did the Trustees assume that the existing library would continue to have the same number of emissions over the next
60 years?
3. Did the sustainability committee consider that near term emissions are the most important when attempting to
dramatically reduce emission in the next 10 years?
4. Why didn’t the repair options look at any energy efficiency retrofit and the possibility of using off site solar energy?
5. Did the Sustainability Committee discuss whether doing NO addition and retrofitting the existing building led to more GHG
emissions reductions, especially in the near term, when reductions are especially needed?
6. The proposed addition/renovation would be a combination of a new and old building. When you ask will the resulting
structure be net zero ready do you mean just the addition? Is the EUI of 29 and net zero readiness for the whole building or
just for the new addition?
7. Why did the Trustees compare the projected emissions from the new project to the existing building, when that option is
not one of the two being looked at?
8. What would be the estimated cost of purchasing enough off-site renewables to provide all the electricity needed to power
the expanded building (i.e. make it Net Zero rather than "Net Zero Ready")?
9. What is the total cost for the extra Energy Conservation Measures and Cross-Laminated Timber based on March 2022
construction start?
10. There appears to be a discrepancy in the utility cost estimate chart (below). The electric cost per kWH for the current
building is higher than for the expansion. Using the same cost per unit results in a lower electric cost for the current
building and a -3% change rather than the -8% shown. Can this be reviewed?
11. How much embodied carbon would be lost in the demolition process?
12. Please explain what the cost is to get to the desired EUI?

1. Please explain any coordination with the town ECAC on the Library Project?
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The Jones Library building is not subject to the Net Zero bylaw. However, in response to the passage of the Net
Zero bylaw and the changing attitudes regarding Town priorities and climate change, in October of 2018 the
Board of Trustees set about creating a Sustainability Committee. The Buildings & Facilities Committee worked in
conjunction with the Town Sustainability Coordinator, Stephanie Cicarello to create a charge for the
Sustainability Committee. Simultaneous to the creation of the Library Sustainability Committee, the Town was
in the process of creating its own ECAC committee. As part of the Library’s Sustainability Charge, we requested
that an ECAC member serve as a liaison to our committee or that we coordinate with the ECAC to the extent
possible. After formation of the ECAC, our Committee reached out to ECAC but was informed that the ECAC met
and determined that it did not have the bandwidth to have a liaison attend our meetings. It was suggested that
we continue to work with Stephanie Cicarello as our ECAC contact and notify the Chair of ECAC of any important
meetings.
At all stages of our process the ECAC Chair and Sustainability Coordinator for the Town were sent our proposals,
invited to attend meetings, and their feedback requested. Both the Chair of the ECAC and town Sustainability
Coordinator were able to attend the meetings where the Sustainability Recommendations were presented and
approved and provided feedback. We have been very appreciative of suggestions, comments or direction
provided by the Chair of the ECAC and the Town Sustainability Coordinator and have incorporated them into our
proposal.
We look forward to further coordination, recommendations, and synergies with the ECAC and a growing
partnership in how the Library and Town can work together to move our shared climate action goals forward.
2. How did the Renovated and Expanded Library achieve a Net Zero Ready building?
Sustainable buildings must be highly efficient in how they operate and a Net Zero Ready building must be efficient
enough that all of its annual energy needs can be provided by renewable energy. Building efficiency can be
measured and put into a number that can be compared to other buildings. The measurement reflects the energy
used per square foot (EUI). The current building does not operate efficiently (EUI of 72.3) but is typical of libraries
nationally (EUI 71.6). The Sustainability Committee set an ambitious goal for the updated design to have a
projected EUI between 25-30.
The architects updated the schematic design to incorporate the sustainability goals recommended by the
Sustainability Committee and approved by the Board. As part of the process, BLW Engineers and Andelman and
Lelek Engineering, Inc. were retained to complete an energy performance analysis and estimate the annual energy
usage for the newly proposed schematic design. This information was used to determine the estimated EUI of
the entire building. Additionally, the study modeled several potential Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) that
could further lower the EUI of the entire building, including the annual energy and cost savings for each measure.
The architects updated their schematic design which resulted in a projected EUI of 34.4 for the entire building and
suggested additional Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) that would further lower the EUI to 24.4, if fully
implemented. The chart below is the complete list of ECMs that were suggested. After evaluating the cost benefit
of each ECM the Sustainability Committee made the recommendations as shown below.
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3. Was an Energy Model performed on the Repair Options?
In 2017, as part of the Joint Capital Planning Committee (JCPC) budgeting process, the Library was asked to
determine the minimum repair work required for public safety and building integrity in the event the state did
not award the grant. If the grant was not awarded, the Library would need to approach JCPC for repair work
and it was important to have solid numbers to project for budgeting purposes. In response, the Library sought a
quote for these minimum required repairs from Western Builders, Inc. (WBI). The cost estimate was provided
by WBI in May of 2017 with a projected construction start date in May of 2018 for between $8M and $9.6M
(depending on the building being phased or unphased).
If work is performed on a building that amounts to 30% or more of the full and fair cash value of the building,
the entire building is required to comply with accessibility codes. For the Library, that means if we spend
$5,758,800 on repairs we must also make the building fully accessible. We were not able to request this
information from WBI as it is work that requires hiring an architect.
After many meetings in JCPC and after the joint meeting with JCPC, Finance Committee, and Town Council in
September of 2019, it became clear that this missing number of how much it would cost for the accessibility
work needed to be answered. To answer that question, the Library contracted with Kuhn Riddle Architects
(KRA). Their study did two things, it added the cost for the accessibility work and they worked with WBI to bring
the repair estimate from a May 2018 construction start date to a March 2021 start date for Repair Option 1 and
a March 2022 start date for Repair Option 2. The repair options did not include any sustainability measures or
energy modeling as these additional measures were not requested by JCPC or Town Council. In each case
actual work cannot begin until an Owner's Project Manager and architect are hired, schematics and a developed
design are completed, followed by construction drawings and the bid process results in a construction
contract. This is at least a one year process.
4. Can the current building achieve a similar EUI?
It would be possible to improve the EUI of the 1990’s addition but it would be extremely difficult to get to an EUI
of 29. Replacing the equipment increases efficiency but doesn’t reduce load. The new addition design is
reducing load as well as increasing efficiencies. It is impossible to be 100% certain without a detailed design and
energy model but it is the opinion of the architects that it would be cost prohibitive to achieve an EUI of 29 in
the 1990’s addition.
5. When would the emissions break even for the Library Project?
The Library project is one of the first projects to not only consider operational carbon but to also think about
embodied carbon. Working toward carbon neutrality requires thinking about what carbon is being created in
the materials chosen, construction techniques, removal of debris, and demolition. On day one, the building is
projected to reduce its total emissions by 48%. However, we wanted to consider the embodied carbon
emissions of construction and demolition of the 1990’s portion of the building and for what period would the
reduced emissions ‘pay back’ the carbon emitted to build a better system. The payback period for the Library
project is estimated to be between 7 and 8 years as calculated below.
The Whole Building Life Cycle Analysis was conducted on the base schematic design with an EUI of 34.4. The
architects made the following calculations to estimate the payback based on the approved design which has an
EUI of 29. The embodied carbon of construction is 1,371,846.81 kgCO2eq, but for just the construction portion
of it you could use the production and transportation stages only. If you just take the global warming potential
for the product and transportation stages of just the new construction you get 1,063,346.11 kgCO2eq. Plus the
demolition GWP (17,773 kgCO2eq) is 1,081,119.11 kgCO2eq. Assuming the GWP of the operation of the existing
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building is 304,815.42 kgCO2eq per year (18,288,925.15/60) and the GWP for the existing building at an EUI of
29 is 159,931.081 kgCO2eq per year (9,595,864.84/60) the payback would be between 7 years and 8 years.
●
●
●
●

Operational GWP of the existing building at 7 years = 304,815.42 x 7 = 2,133,707.93
GWP of initial construction and operational of the new building at 7 years = (159,931.081 x7) +
1,081,119.11 = 2,200,636.67
Operational GWP of the existing building at 8 years = 304,815.42 x 8 = 2,438,523.35
GWP of initial construction and operational of the new building at 8 years = (159,931.081 x8) +
1,081,119.11 = 2,360,567.75

6. Will the Renovated and Expanded Library be powered by 100% renewable energy?
The Renovated and Expanded building is currently designed to be 100% electric but not necessarily 100%
renewable. The historic nature of the 1928 portion of the building and the limited on-site space for solar panels
precludes the project from generating all of our electricity needs on site. However, the Sustainability Committee
thought it was important to have some on-site solar panels even if it could only be a limited amount. Some of
the energy load will be from these on-site PV arrays (10kWh system), but any additional electricity that cannot
be generated by the PVs will come from the local grid which provides a mix of renewable and non-renewable
energy sources.
The decision about where electricity will be purchased has not yet been discussed or decided by the Board of
Trustees. The Sustainability Committee's work is not yet completed and they will continue to meet and advise
the Board of Trustees as we move through the building project.
The chart below is the chart used in our presentation and is based on Eversource rates. We have added in one
additional option on the projected electric costs if the Board decides to proceed with the option of 100% green
power purchased through a non-Eversource vendor.
Building
Size

EUI

Energy
Consumed

Gas Use
(Therm)

Elec Use
(kWh)

Gas
Cost ($)

Elec
Cost ($)

Total
Cost

Current
Building

48,057

73.2

3,517,773

20,677

425,472

$20,398 $74,363 $94,760

Expansion &
Renovation

62,752

28.9

1,814,959

N/A

531,783

N/A

Expansion &
Renovation
(100%
renewable)

%
change
vs 2019

$86,751 $86,751 -8%
$88,718 $88,718 -6%

Notes:
The baseline energy usage above is based on the FY2019 consumption and costs. The Commissioning and
Energy Services professional at the OPM felt the more recent data was skewed by the response to COVID and
would not represent future operations. When calculating the future utility costs, the OPM used the most recent
(FY2020) average electrical cost ($0.163/kWh) instead of the previous fiscal year ($0.175/kWh).
The proposed electrical rate based on 100% renewable generation reflects a charge of $0.1119/kWh instead of
the current Eversource generation rate of $.1082/kWh.
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7. What were the principal changes made to the Expansion project to get it to the modeled EUI 34.4, compared to
the proposed Expansion project used for the 2016 cost estimate?
The schematic design protocols for the MBLC grant application do not include details such as specific wall types
or energy modeling. Typically for an MBLC project, this level of detail is addressed during the later stages of the
project during Design Development and Construction Documents. At the request of the Library, the schematic
design was changed both to move the meeting room per the MBLC request and to incorporate the Sustainability
Committee goals. As the sustainability goals called for a specific EUI, this required an energy model to be
completed for the updated design. The energy model used and the corresponding cost estimate from Fennessy
are based on the 2018 International Energy Conservation Code standards for the addition. The resulting energy
performance analysis estimated the annual energy usage for the newly proposed schematic design as presented
and approved by the Board of Trustees as 34.4.
See attachment D, Summary of Proposed New Systems
https://www.joneslibrary.org/DocumentCenter/View/6144/Jones-Library-Sustainability-Goals-SchematicDesign-Package---Revised-Aug-30-2020-PDF

8. In what document(s) were these changes communicated to Fennessy for their June 15, 2020 cost estimate
update and where is that document(s) posted?
The architect provided final revised drawings and the sustainability information to Fennessy on 5/13/20. The
design package is posted on the Library website (See question 7. above.)
9. What was the resulting approximate upcharge to the project for these EUI 34.4 changes and where are they
primarily reflected in Fennessy’s 2020 cost estimate update?
There were no ‘up charges’ as the revised base schematic design is modeled at an EUI of 34.4. See Total Costs,
Inflation, and Cost Overruns Question 8 regarding inclusion of the base EUI in the Fennessy cost estimate and
question 15 regarding the additional cost per gross square foot between the 2016 MBLC schematic design and
the current approved schematic design that reflect the base EUI of 34.4.
10. Sustainability and EUI: During the meeting it was stated that the revised Fennessy 2020 estimates include items
that contributed to lower EUI, beyond the $600,000 in added costs. This is a selling point for the Library project
among residents. Please provide some additional information that lists what is included in the Fennessy
construction estimate.
a. What systems are INCLUDED in the Fennessy construction costs that bring the Library EUI down 34.4 before
adding these additional items?
See question 7 above.
b. Are VRFs? Other mechanical systems?
The proposed design contemplates an all electric VRF system.
c. Were the R ratings improved in 2020 compared to initial 2016 design
See question 7 above.
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d. Could our State representative or Senator to have MBLC reward bonus points for green design that go
beyond LEEDS? Argue COVID and Climate change? Help finance?
Representative Domb has attended many of the meetings regarding the Library and she and Senator
Comerford have been made aware of these questions.
However, no amendment to the MBLC guidelines have been issued regarding green design beyond LEED,
COVID or Climate Change and therefore for the purposes of this application, we should assume that no
additional money will be available.
11. Who modeled the EUI impacts of ECMs 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 (the result being a cumulative further EUI reduction
of the Expansion building to EUI 29), and where is the document reporting that modeling posted?
All of the ECMs were modeled by Andelman & Lelak in collaboration with BLW Engineers, project mechanical
engineers. The Documents are included in the APPENDIX to the Sustainability Report submitted to the
Sustainability Committee August 2020. The design package is posted on the Library website (See question 7.
above for the link)
12. Who did the cost estimates for ECMs 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12, and where is the estimator’s document(s) for those
costs posted? What construction start date was used for these ECM cost estimates?
All of the ECM cost estimates were provided by BLW Engineers, reviewed by Fennessy and the architect, and
included in the Energy Report. The construction start date used for these ECMs was March 2021.
13. Adoption of ECM #9 (HVAC occupancy controls), and rejection of ECM #2 (added wall insulation). Why was ECM
#9 adopted at a cost of $73,648, when it apparently has a payback period of 295 years, and only shaves 0.07 off
the EUI; whereas ECM #2 was rejected at a cost of $343,634, even though it has a shorter payback period of 63
years and would shave 1.42 off the EUI (20 times the EUI impact of ECM #9)?
The ECMs were adopted by the Board as recommended by the Sustainability Committee. Based on the
information at this stage of design, it was determined by the Sustainability Committee that bringing the
insulation of the 1928 portion of the building to R-40 (ECM#2) was cost prohibitive. It was noted that the Library
has already had some insulation work done through Eversource and what remained would likely be the ‘tricky’
and costly parts of dealing with a historic, stone structure. Historic buildings with masonry require a
professional to conduct a study to determine the amount of breathability required to stay intact. The walls do
not contain a cavity that can simply be filled. Historic preservation requirements further complicate matters in
terms of the fireplaces and wood paneling. This can be remodeled during subsequent phases and results shared
and adjustments made to achieve the stated goal.
14. ECMs #1 (added roof insulation), #2 (added wall insulation), and #4 (triple glazing). Are we certain that we can
get to EUI 29 without adopting envelope-improving ECMs #1, #2 and #4, which would cost together an
additional estimated $1,766,843? For the 2019 Fort River School Feasibility Study, TSKP architects noted that an
EUI 30 building (a little less energy efficient than the EUI 29 claimed here) would use a variety of additional
energy efficiency measures, such as triple-glazed windows, R-35 walls, and an R-60 roof. (Similarly, Hampshire
College’s highly energy efficient Kern Center, which has had a reported EUI in the 20s, has R-40 walls and an R60 roof.) For Fort River, TSKP estimated an additional $2,530,000 in building envelope costs would be needed to
achieve EUI 30 for an 85,000 sq. ft. new school building. (Fort River Feasibility Study, pp. 121-125.) (Fennessy’s
2020 estimate for the expanded library notes it as 61,296 gross sq. ft.)
The base EUI of 34.4 in the schematic design as well as the reduced EUI of 29 with the adopted ECMs were
modeled by an independent contractor, Andelman and Lelek Engineers. The assumptions of their analysis are
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included in the design package. This will be remodeled during subsequent phases and results shared and
adjustments made to achieve the stated goal.
15. ECM #4 (Triple Pane Window Glazing).
a. Where did the $185.76 / sq. ft. upcharge estimate for triple glazed windows come from? (Per Finegold
Alexander’s 8/5/20 Sustainability Goals Schematic Design Package, Table 1, ECM #4 has a $1,346,798 cost
for 7,250 sq. ft of triple glazing.) For rough comparison, Fennessy’s 2020 estimate for the (double glazed??)
aluminum windows was $90 / sq. ft. (p. 26, B2020).
The current project carries double glazed at approx. $90 sq. ft. The value carried of $185 per sq. ft. was for a
Triple Glazed WOOD window for both the Existing historic portion of the Jones and the new Expansion. If we
utilize an Aluminum window, available at $130 sq. ft. throughout, the cost would be reduced by around
30%.
Further investigation related to possible Historic Tax Credits and window options will be needed to
determine if the Aluminum option can be applied to the existing historic portion in lieu of wood.
This item is recommended and accepted for continued investigation during the next design phases as part of
the Sustainability Report.
b. Was the cost of the currently planned glazing deducted from the triple glazing cost in getting to ECM #4’s
triple glazing cost estimate?
Yes
16. What is the cost of ECM #4 with any appropriate escalating factors applied and a March 2021 date used?
The cost in the ECM included escalation to March 2021.
17. Roof, wall and subslab insulation R-values.
a. What were the planned roof, wall and subslab insulation, and insulation R-values, used for Fennessy’s 2020
cost estimate update?
The new addition is designed to meet, and the Fennessy cost estimate is based on, the minimum
requirements of the IECC 2018 for wall and roof insulation. The project is currently in the Schematic Design
phase. Energy modeling is a fluid process that continues through the project as design elements and details
are further developed and determined at each phase. Computer programming models the project based on
the assumptions input. For the current project, the base assumption modeled are the IECC 2018
recommendations. This means that the input for walls and floor insulation is in a range between 30-35 and
the roof at 22 (there are many elements to insulation that impact the final R-value and can add or take away
from the actual number). During Design Development the architects will develop the wall section and
additional energy modeling will be done again. The Construction Document phase will input the actual
pieces of materials and further develop the energy modeling. This will be remodeled during subsequent
phases and results shared and adjustments made to achieve the stated goal.
b. What document communicated those to Fennessy and where is that document posted?
Normal channels of revised sketches and program between architect, engineers, estimator and including
code requirements. Any reference to schematics is referencing the revised MBLC package the architects
issued in June 2020 and are posted on the Library website (see question 7 above for the link).
c. What was the resulting upcharge for any insulation added to the specs for the 2020 cost estimate update?
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Adding insulation to the 1928 portion of the building is included in the ECMs (1 and 2) with the
corresponding additional cost. See question 7. above regarding ‘up charges’. See question 19 below
regarding insulation in the addition.
d. Have there been any subsequent changes to these specs and R-values and where are those changes, if any,
documented?
See question 17a. above regarding insulation. Per the Sustainability Committee’s recommendation, the
Board did not approve the additional cost of ECMs 1 & 2 (Attic Insulation - add R-19 and Existing Wall
Insulation - add R-40). This as well as all elements will continue to be reviewed and assessed or reassessed,
as appropriate during Design Development.
e. Fennessy’s 2020 cost estimate (p. 25, B2010) appears to show about a 45% reduction in the square footage
of insulation installed in the exterior walls of the addition, compared to the 2016 estimate. What is the basis
for that reduction?
There was a small reduction in the overall footprint, reconfiguration of walls, roof, and windows.
18. HVAC system.
a. What were the revised specifications for the HVAC system that were communicated to Fennessy for
Fennessy’s 2020 cost estimate update?
The all electric VRF system was directed by BLW Engineers to Fennessy.
b. What document communicated those to Fennessy and where is that document posted?
Plans dated 5/13/20 with supplemental discussions. The design package is posted on the Library website
(see link in question 7 above).
c. Did Fennessy’s 2020 cost estimate include the change from the gas-fired HVAC system anticipated in 2016 to
the electric VRF system now planned?
Yes
d. If so, is it correct that the HVAC system including electric VRF heating and cooling is actually cheaper than
the previously planned HVAC system with gas, since the HVAC line item actually went down in Fennessy’s
2020 cost estimate update? (The Fort River School analysis by TSKP estimated that $1,354,000 in increased
costs for the HVAC system would be involved to get to an EUI 30 building there.)
Yes
e. Have there been any subsequent changes to these specifications and where are those changes, if any,
documented?
The specifications for the proposed HVAC systems are included in the design package which is posted on the
Library website (see question 7 above for the link). There have been no change to the design package
approved by the Board.
19. Increasing the insulation and air tightness of the new building. The April 10th, 2020 memo from Beth Pearcy to
Jim Alexander, Finegold Alexander Architects, discusses various potential energy conservation measures
including to “[a]dd insulation to the design of the new addition to bring the R-value to 40” and reduce thermal
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bridging (p.1 2nd bullet), and increase the air tightness and further reduce thermal bridging in the new building
(p.1, 3rd bullet). Were these measures incorporated into one of the adopted ECMs (if so, which one?) or
otherwise incorporated into revised plans or specs (if so, where are these revised plans / specs posted?), and
factored into the 2020 Fennessy cost estimate update? If not, what would these measures cost to add and how
much energy would they save?
Beth Percy is the sustainability advisor at Finegold Alexander who was brought in to consult on the schematic
design once the Sustainability Committee goals were sent to the architect. The referenced memo was created
after her review of the initial drawings to inform the continued development of design and provide feedback as
to where energy efficiencies could be found. Some elements are incorporated into the current design (for
example comments about thermal bridging may be reflected in choice of how walls meet, etc.) and others were
modeled as ECMs by BLW Engineers. Comments regarding increasing the R-value in the new addition were not
costed out as an ECM as the change from a 30-35 R-value to 40R-value would not be a significant impact to
building cost design. Ms. Percy’s work will continue to inform the process as the project moves through Design
Development, Construction Documents, and the subsequent phases and it is anticipated by the architects that
R-40 will be modeled as we move into the next design phase.
20. The kWh price for estimating cost savings and payback periods. The library’s documents appear to show
different $ savings per kWh saved in different documents (including two different values in the same chart for
pre- and post-renovation electricity costs), muddying cost saving and ECM payback period analysis, although
that could be the result of certain fixed billing costs. What is the correct kWh price to use, and can new charts
be prepared using that correct kWh price for pre- and post-renovation library utility costs and for the
comparative cost savings and payback periods for the different ECMs? Can those charts also separately show
the differences if any typical higher or lower kWh price is paid to purchase renewable electricity off site? Can the
revised charts also show the presumed kWh pricing used in the various cases?
See question 6 above. There are differing cost per kWh using current, historic, and green energy costs. This
requires detailed modeling beyond this Schematic Phase and can be done.
21. Climate resilience hub for weather and other emergencies. I agree with the comment by Ludmilla PavlovaGillham in one of the forums that we should try to design any library expansion so that it also gives our Town a
‘climate resilience hub’ there, to allow residents to get warm, charge cellphones, get a hot drink, etc., during
power outages and other climate emergencies. This would probably necessitate, at a minimum, making sure
the ground floor public meeting rooms, kitchenette and restrooms could be locked off separately from the rest
of the building for 24/7 use in an emergency and that the number of electrical outlets there is generous. It
would be great if battery back-up power, connected to the rooftop solar panels, could be wired to at least cover
outlets, lighting and minimal heating in that section of the building during power outages, although the costs of
that might prove prohibitive.
There are certain, extremely detailed standards for a designation as a “Place of Safe Refuge.” A shelter in place
can be provided if that is the Town’s direction. Less formally, the ground Level – large Meeting Room,
kitchenette, toilets, smaller meeting rooms - can be used when the library is closed. There is currently no overall
system for emergency power, other than for exit ways.
22. More rooftop photovoltaic panels. As I’ve mentioned before, I think we should look for ways to add more solar
to any Expansion’s roof, perhaps by downsizing or eliminating some of the skylights, or reconfiguring them. As
you know, solar panels pay for themselves in a relatively short period due to reduced electricity costs, make a
contribution to our region’s needed renewable electricity generation, and can potentially add to climate
resiliency in Town.
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The project currently includes an approved ECM for photovoltaics that would provide about 2% of the electrical
usage for the building. It is possible the Library may be able to get more PV than the current design is
anticipating. The space on the roof is limited by the utilization of a roof monitor system (allows for use of
daylighting to increase energy efficiency) and historic preservation restrictions of the 1928 section of the
building. This item can be reviewed and adjusted if the project proceeds to the next phase of design. The
architects will look at additional solar panels vs. skylights in the context of power usage for lighting and the
power generated.
Timing
1. Could the Library Director/Town request a delay of grant award from the MBLC until after the debt exclusion
override vote for the school?
The MBLC has made it clear that they will not grant Amherst an extension in addition to the one-year “pause”
that was instituted last summer due to COVID.
Financing Modeling: Questions for Town Finance Department
1. Appendix (p. 18) Town Debt Service Financing for Expansion. The table estimates that the Town could finance
$15 million at 2.8 % percent and reap an additional $751,810. This means the Town is repaying the $15 million
in principal rather than $15.751 million. Is the assumption the bond is sold at a premium? Please explain.
Yes, a bond premium is assumed. The Finance Advisor will provide a more detail explanation on how bond
premiums are factored into the debt schedules. The key takeaway is that the effective interest rate is 2.8%
which includes the premium.
2. Repair Option 2 with Two Phases over 52 weeks is missing. The total cost estimate is around $14.4 million if the
project starts in 2022.
It is included.
3. Explain the option where MBLC allows you to take their money and earn interest on it? Does this need to be
applies to the bottom line? How/where can it be invested (CD, stocks?)
This option assumes the Town will borrow its share at the beginning of the project and use its funds first. The
Town would collect the MBLC grant payments and try to earn a modest return via its savings accounts or a CD if
possible. The Town would not invest in stocks because this is not a long term investment. The primary benefit to
the Town is locking in a low interest rate.
The MBLC has stated this is allowable and Weymouth is the other community that has done this before
successfully. The one caution on this option is that the Town would need to prepare for making payments in
FY22 which is not factored into the capital plan.
CPA
1. Please provide the assumed schedule and repayment of the bond to finance the $1 million for Jones Special
Collections. Will this count toward the Town’s overall debt limit?
The assumption is for this debt to be repaid over ten years which would put the annual payment at slightly over
$100,000 per year depending on the interest rate. It would count towards the Town’s debt limit.
2. Please show what the debt service payment schedule would look like if the General Revenue commitment was
lowered to $14.751 million?
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This will be provided if requested by the Finance Committee.
3. Could the Kuhn Riddle Repair options qualify for CPA/Historic Tax Credits?
See page 11, Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion Project, February 8, 2021
4. Does the CPA allocation count towards the $6.67 million to be raised by the Trustees?
This is a decision of the Town Council.
5. CPA and Mass. Historic Credits. What is the maximum that the Repair option could obtain in CPA and Mass.
Historic Credit funding?
Please see response previously provided in Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion
Project, February 8, 2021, Section V.B.3.c. and 4.b.
6. Can the Library or the Town apply for additional CPA funds to help finance the Renovation/Expansion Project?
Once the project is fully bonded, no additional CPA funds can be applied to the project. That would be
considered supplanting.
Operating Costs
1. The text estimates one additional staff person for a cost between $37,000 to $51,000. How will Jones cover this
additional cost?
It will be incorporated into the operating budget for the appropriate fiscal year.
a. Please estimate operating costs for FY23 and FY24 (assume Library reopens) and compare to FY22 and FY21.
Should the baseline staffing be FY19 when the library reopens? Please provide estimates.
Over the past 10 years, the average increase to the Library’s operating budget has been 2% annually. The
Library’s operating budget for FY21 is $2,640,183 and for FY22, it is currently budgeted at $2,720,672. Thus,
the projected/estimated operating budgets for future years calculate to be $2,775,086 for FY23 and
$2,830,588 for FY24.
b. Sharon Sharry came before the Finance Committee last year and noted difficulties in staffing the current
library within the current operational budget. As I recall, the Committee had a discussion regarding the
library's use of temp staff and staff that were not full-time in order to reduce costs. How can the existing
staff (plus one additional custodian) staff a much larger library with the expected increase in the number of
patrons? The argument seems to be that the Automated Materials Handling System will free up so much
staff time that all staffing issues are solved. How will the library absorb additional costs associated with the
increase in state minimum wage?
Despite the larger square footage, we do not anticipate needing other additional staff because of the
improved, open and efficient design which will allow for clear sightlines, combined with the installation of an
Automated Materials Handling System, which will allow staff to remain focused on forward-facing customer
service tasks. These gained efficiencies will allow staffing to remain level as we are able to use our existing
staff much more efficiently than is possible in the current building.
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The Library Director has been a vocal advocate for increasing the minimum wage to $15 as soon as possible,
and as such has been part of operational budgeting and considerations. The Library budget for FY22 reflects
this increase.
c. Operating costs projections: The answer to this question did NOT project the costs of operating with the FTE
that the Library projects it will need. The question asked what the budget would have to be to pay for step
increases, health insurance and other costs.
● The answer simply increased the budget by 2% each year. I do not think this would sustain current
staffing and hour levels.
● Please redo the estimates. What operating budgets will be NEEDED to avoid cuts in staffing. Use the FT
and PT staffing in the presentation to the Council. Include the additional maintenance person
The Library’s annual operating budget is crafted every year based on the projected income it is expected to
receive. If the Library expects a 2% increase in any given year, then the Trustees/Director work within that
2% increase. The budget is not crafted the other way around; if the pot of money is only x big, we do not
ask for the pot to be y big. For example, the Library must pay a required amount for wages, benefits,
utilities, maintenance costs, toilet paper, and books. The wiggle room exists only within the amount of
money spent on programming...that’s where the reductions happen when/if there isn’t enough income.
Staffing and open hours at the Jones, Munson, and North will not be affected due to this building project.
d. I have not seen a meaningful answer on operating budget into the future with estimates that build up for,
the proposed staffing. What we received simply showed a 2% per year increase. Instead, this should be
done with level services (proposed staffing we say in the presentation) and build in step increases, any wage
increases, and benefit costs.
Please see above. Each Town Department is asked to develop budgets for the coming fiscal year, and while
we are not asked to develop multi-year budget, my experience confirms the followings.
 For a position between $37,000 to $51,000, using the higher number and adding in benefits for the
purposes of calculations let’s assume the position costs about $80,000/year.
 The proposed FY22 Library budget is approximately $2,722,000, including monies requested from the
Town and the Endowment (estimated at 4%). This is 2.9% of the FY22 proposed Library budget.
 While we work to keep all positions filled and other library expenditure in line with the budgeted
amounts, there is always fluctuations in the budget – resignations/unfilled positions; unexpected
expenses; cost savings; and an opportunity to reorganize.
Therefore, moving forward I have every confidence that we will be able to accommodate the cost of this
position into our future budgets.
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2. Automatic Sorter: The cost for this in the grant application was $400,000. Is there any evidence from other
libraries that this reduces staff time? What are the repair and maintenance cost experiences?
What other Librarians across the state say about their Automated Materials Handling Systems:
 “I've now worked at two libraries that have used AMH machines, and I can definitely attest that they
save staff a considerable amount of time. The two libraries I've worked at that used them have
extremely high return volumes. So it basically frees up one or more staff people who would otherwise
be sorting materials the entire day. Depending on their size, the [bins] can have different levels of
sorting…it does a pretty good job of eliminating most of the sorting required by humans.”
 “It is definitely a positive impact on what your staff can do. I never made the argument that it would
permit reduction of staff hours, but that it would allow us to shift staff from mechanical rote tasks to
more patron-facing service tasks.”
 “Our AMH system does save staff time, especially when it comes to processing library delivery - allowing
us to schedule staff more effectively. Furthermore, I believe it helps to lengthen the lifespan of library
materials, minimizing the typical damages found in traditional drop boxes, and reducing stress on staff
budgeting.”
Regarding repair and maintenance costs, please see page 15, Financial Information Regarding the Proposed
Library Expansion Project, 2-22-2021
a. Could this be dropped from the proposal without jeopardizing the grant if needed to lower total project
costs?
Yes. But then we would need additional staff.
b. How much space is allocated to the machine? What, if anything, is assumed regarding saving in staff time?
The space planning table allocates 451 square feet for the automated handling system. The current
schematic design reflects a space of 650 square feet. As a high-volume library circulating over 400,000
materials annually, significant hours are spent managing returns, check ins and getting everything back on
the shelves or directed to the next patron on a list. Automated materials handling systems allow the library
to streamline part of this process, significantly reducing the amount of time that staff needs to spend
working with returns. These systems create new efficiencies that will enable the library to prioritize publicfacing work over back-office tasks, adapting to growth and new trends, even as operating/staffing budgets
remain flat.
3. Staffing Chart on Page 20: Including the branches, the staff charts project 26 FT and 23 PT positions. How does
this compare to current staffing? Please provide a table.
Staffing for the expanded/renovated Library will be no different from the staffing that exists today, with the
exception of adding one full time custodian.
4. What is the estimated cost for annual building maintenance of the larger building?
See page 15, Financial Information Regarding the Proposed Library Expansion Project, 2-22-2021
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Kuhn Riddle Option 2 estimate and repairs/HVAC systems
1. Does the South Elevator fit a wheelchair so at least partially accessible? Would there likely be a variance for
historic building if we did NOT replace this elevator?
A wheelchair can be rolled into the South Elevator but cannot be turned around in the elevator. This means a
person in a wheelchair must either back into the elevator or back out of the elevator close to the top of a stair
landing. In some instances, a limited or LULA (limited use-limited access elevator) can be used in existing
buildings. There are several qualifiers (if it is the only work being performed in the building, each floor is less
than 3,000 sq ft, and the building has less than 3 floors). The KRA study did not model a LULA elevator as the
Library does not meet these qualifiers, however it is possible the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board
(MAAB) may grant a variance.
As the Jones Library is a registered historic structure, modifications to the library may require review by
Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC). Often what MHC requires in terms of maintaining historic
character and details, is in conflict with what MAAB requires with respect to accessibility. There is a MAAB
variance process specifically for historic structures, where both MHC and MAAB review proposed solutions and
either approve or decline the solutions. Based on KRA’s experience with this variance process on other projects,
they have proposed solutions that they believe will be acceptable to both entities.
2. The repair estimate includes around $2 million in updated HIVAC. How much more would be needed to convert
to electric as in the new Estimate for Jones?
This is unknown as the repair options did not include any sustainability measures or energy modeling as these
additional measures were not requested by JCPC or Town Council. The cost estimate provided by WBI is based
primarily on the refurbishment and updating of existing systems and structure i.e. maximizing efficiencies within
what already exists. If the existing building is transitioned to an electric system, there will need to be additional
energy efficiency work done to make sure the new system is viable. A building that was designed for fossil fuel
that is converted to electric must also include investing in the well-insulated envelope and air sealing that makes
those systems perform best.
3. Historic building share of Estimate. What share of the total costs – including HIVAC and interior/exterior costs
for accessibility are for the Historic building? What share of exterior? Does this include systems for Special
Collections?
The repair estimate prepared by WBI and KRA is broken down into phases to provide a scale of cost for each
category of work. Some costs contained in one phase of work may be required to complete others. For example,
some portion of interior finish work will be required for both of the mechanical and structural phases. Similarly,
some architectural renovation work may require some electrical, mechanical and structural costs. These costs
were not further broken out between the 1990 and 1920 portions of the building, or specific to work done in
Special Collections.
4. How can we get an estimate savings to utilities from the Repair Option to the extent aged-out systems are
replaced in order to make a comparison of the two options presented?
In order to get an estimate of savings to utilities for the repair option, an engineer would need to be engaged to
determine the current energy code requirements and any new work or systems that would be required to meet
current energy codes in Massachusetts. Generally, in existing buildings, partial renovations do not require that
the entire building meet the energy code requirements. For new construction, only the systems modified or
replaced need to meet current energy code requirements.
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5. In a repair option, are there not multiple large rooms which would provide clear sight lines for monitoring
patrons?
The repair options do not change the layout of the existing building beyond creating accessibility where
required. A repair option does not improve efficiency within the space or create new sight lines.
6. What would be the cost and timeline for an equally developed architectural plan to repair, update and
reconfigure library space within the existing footprint?
The Town would have to seek a cost estimate from KRA to determine this. For comparison purposes, the
Planning and Design Phase for the Jones Library Expansion & Renovation project cost $75,000 and took two
years, not to mention the additional cost/time to conduct the Sustainability and Accessibility Studies.
7. Do the Kuhn Riddle estimates include all of the cost needed to meet the accessibility regulations/code?
KRA was engaged to identify the required accessibility improvements and determine the potential additional
costs for those improvements.
8. Is there any way to get a rough estimate about how much more sustainable the Jones would be after a repaironly project? If we are at 73 EUI now, and a full expansion project will bring us to 29 EUI, what would a repair
option do? Pretend we approve repair option 1 or 2 as they have been proposed without adding anything more
fancy, do you know what the EUI would be?
Determining the EUI based on a repair only option would require an engineer to design the system, complete an
energy code study, and analyze the predicted EUI. For comparison purposes, the project to update schematics
designs specific to the goals of the sustainability committee and provide the requested energy modeling cost
$57,050.
Impact to Other Major Capital Projects
1. The four-project plan hinges on a successful Debt Exclusion Override for the full town cost for the school,
estimated at $40m for new construction (add/reno could be closer to $33m). If the override does not pass, what
changes would be needed to the overall plan?
The plan presented to Finance Committee to address all four buildings excluded the school debt for a few key
reasons:
1)

Town voters approved temporarily increasing their taxes for the schools once already back in 2016;

2)

To move forward on all four building projects in the near future, the Town will need to exclude debt in
the ball park of the amount projected for the schools. If the school debt is not excluded, then the debt
for two of the other projects would need to be;

3)

Repayment on the school debt will not begin for a few years so excluding the debt will allow time for the
local and state economy to recover.

The Town Council has not decided if there will be a debt exclusion at all or what projects will be debt excluded.
If a debt exclusion override is used for the school project and it is unsuccessful, Town Officials at that time will
need to analyze why it was unsuccessful and review all available options. One option could be to go back to the
voters with a different debt exclusion and another could be to evaluate the capacity of ongoing capital funds at
the time.
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2. What impact do the four capital projects have on future operating budgets?
The Town’s financial policies identify 10% as the target for capital spending. The plan presented to Finance
Committee bumps this target up to 10.5% for several years to minimize the amount of any debt exclusion.
Our latest analysis shows a 1 to 1.5% increase in FY23 based on conservative assumptions and then operations
returning to normal increases after that. Things could improve even faster if the local economy returns to
normal.
3. Could the Town try again quickly for another override for a lesser amount and still be in compliance with the
MSBA grant?
More information is required to address this question.
4. What would cost overruns on the library mean for the timing or budget of the fire station and DPW projects, and
all department operating budgets?
Cost overruns would need to be handled within the contingency budgets that are part of the library project.
5. How much is budgeted for each in the total project costs? Is it sufficient? If not, where would the funds come
from to pay for maintenance?
All of the buildings have existing maintenance budgets. These budgets can be reviewed to ensure adequate
funding.
6. Do current library facilities staff have the skills needed to maintain the proposed new HVAC system and the
automatic book sorter? If not, are sufficient funds budgeted for outside contractors each year?
Similar to buildings owned by Town, the Library has always paid for, and will continue to pay for, annual service
contracts for our building systems (HVAC, Elevators, Fire Systems, Automated Handling System) that keep them
maintained and operational beyond the regular inspections and maintenance that in-house staff perform. The
actual cost of the annual maintenance contracts will vary depending on systems chosen. However, from a
service and maintenance standpoint, we do not anticipate any significant increases in operational costs due to
the more sustainable and modern systems. As with all new building systems, the staff will receive operational
training on the new equipment.
7. If we do not accept the MBLC money, will that relieve us from doing an override for the schools?
Not based on the option presented to Finance Committee. That option excludes $40 mil. Forgoing the library
project would save only $16 million and that does not account for the repairs that would then be necessary.
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8. Will the additional borrowing and expenditures on an Expansion negatively affect the budgets, programmatic
needs, quality, energy features, timing or Zero Energy bylaw compliance of later capital projects?
We would need more information on how much additional borrowing was to occur. The current plan to address
all four buildings already accounts for the $15.8 million local share of the library project.
a. School(s) cost cap. How can the Financial Model set a school cost cap of $40 million in costs to the Town
without having a firmer cost estimate for the school, including the likely upfront Zero Energy bylaw
compliance costs? Will any additional earlier borrowing on the library (and for the DPW and Fire Station)
make it politically more difficult to pass any override needed for the school? (My sense is that the school is
the #1 priority capital project for many people in town, but that the greater the Town borrowing and
spending on other capital projects before it, the more difficult it will be to pass a school override.)
The Town will not receive a firmer cost estimate for the school until sometime in 2022. The School Building
Committee is currently in the process to select an Owner’s Project Manager and will not have a designer on
board until late 2021/early 2022. Even at that point there will be several months of a feasibility study to
understand the programming. The enrollment for the new school has not been decided yet.
All four projects are connected by the financing plan but are separate and distinct from a facility need
perspective. The Library, Fire Station and DPW are all in need of significant facility investments. Delaying
these projects until after the school project does not lessen the need to address these buildings and in fact
could increase the cost (cost inflation, higher borrowing rates, etc…)
b. Fire Station cost cap.
 How do we expect the Financial Model’s $15 million dollar cost cap on a new Fire Station to work, when
a 2018 cost estimate for the Fire Station put its total probable project cost at $23,900,000? In other
words, what is the basis for thinking we can build the Fire Station we need, including complying with the
Zero Energy bylaw, for a $15 million cost to the Town?
A cap was not provided for either the Fire Station Study Committee Report (2006) nor the DPW/Fire Station
Advisory Committee Feasibility Study for the Fire Station (2017/18).
With regard to the Fire Station to be built South of Downtown:
 The 2006 study had four options – the $15M is based on yet another variation.
 The 2006 and 2017/18 study assumed that the headquarters presently located downtown will go to the
South Fire Station. However, the option that the recent estimate is based on has the headquarter being
moved elsewhere (possibly North Fire Station)
 The 2006 and 2017/18 study assumed that there would be a community/training room in the South Fire
Station – the $15 M estimate may eliminate or downsize that area.
 We do not need to buy land since we already own the DPW land
 The Town Manager and staff have looked at comparable facilities and feel that the $15 M estimate is
doable.
 One unknown is based on the fact that the Net Zero Energy Bylaw had not passed at the time either the
2006 or 2017/18 studies were done.
 The next step is to engage the consultants again to update the design with a $15 million budget and to
comply with the net zero bylaw.


Was there a later cost estimate for the Fire Station that came in closer to the cap number?
No, however staff have reviewed Fire Department projects in other Towns.
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What is the impact on the Financial Model if the $23,900,000 figure is used? What is it if the
$23,900,000 figure is used, escalated to a realistic construction start date for the Fire Station?
The Town would need to do one or more of the following:
-

Exclude the debt of one or more additional projects
Delay one or more of the projects, potentially resulting in additional repair costs
Reduce operating budgets
Use more of its reserves
Spend less on other capital needs

c. DPW facility cost cap.
 How do we expect the Financial Model’s $20 million dollar cost cap on the DPW facility to work, when a
2016 cost estimate for the DPW facility put its total probable project cost at $36,757,227 to
$42,025,071, and this without upfront Zero Energy bylaw costs being factored in? In other words, what
is the basis for thinking we can build the DPW facility we need, including complying with the Zero Energy
bylaw, for a $20 million cost to the Town?
The 2016 study did not design the building with the current information on what the Town can afford.
 The Feasibility Study done 2016 includes estimates based on consolidating all of the DPW functions
that can be under one roof in a brand new building. The water and sewer facilities cannot be
moved.
 DPW can continue to be spread across multiple locations. The COVID pandemic has taught all of us
how to better operate in a virtual world. And Amherst is not a huge town.
 In addition to this, the new estimate of $20 M could be satisfied with at least three options.
o Purchase of an existing building that can be modified
o Purchase of land on which a building could be built that includes many but not all of the DPW
functions
o Lease of land and a building that would be built to the Town’s specifications.
 The next step is to engage the consultants again to update the design with a $20 million budget and
to comply with the net zero bylaw.


Was there a later cost estimate for the DPW that came in closer to the cap number?
No, however staff have reviewed Public Works Building projects in other Towns.



What is the impact on the Financial Model if a $36,757,227 to $42,025,071 figure is used? What is it if
these higher figures are used, escalated to a realistic construction start date for the DPW facility?
The Town would need to do one or more of the following:
- Exclude the debt of one or more additional projects
- Delay one or more of the projects, potentially resulting in additional repair costs
- Reduce operating budgets
- Use more of its reserves
- Spend less on other capital needs



Additional Comment: The Town’s financing plan requires the establishment of these project cost caps
now on the school, DPW and fire station projects, before we have a firmer idea of what these projects
will really cost, both to meet their necessary programmatic design features for the 21st Century and to
meet the Zero Energy bylaw, also a 21st Century essential.
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Moreover, we don’t know yet the additional recommendations coming in the Town’s updated Climate
Action Plan, in order to factor in any other capital spending on climate recommended there. Can a draft
of the updated Climate Action Plan get released so we at least have a ballpark idea of these before we
make a decision on the library?
It will not be released until early May. That does not fit with the MBLC timeline.


As I mentioned in one of the Library forums, I am concerned that if we borrow and spend too much on
the library now, the debt and spending ripple effect will put pressure on the other three capital projects
to cut corners on their project budgets to meet these caps.
In the Fort River Feasibility Study, TSKP calculated that it would take $3.8 million in photovoltaic panels
to fully power the EUI 30 version of that conceptual 85,000 sq. ft. school. If that number is in the right
ballpark, it causes me concern that, roughly speaking, for every $4 million or so extra we spend on one
capital project, we may jeopardize having the money for the solar panels or other features needed to
achieve net zero in the next capital project, and with that, we may be creating pressure to undo the Zero
Energy bylaw and reverse one of our Town’s key commitments to fighting climate change.

Public Support
1. What evidence is there that the public supports the library project as the top priority? If completing all four
projects in the near term becomes unaffordable, whether because the fire or DPW cannot be completed for the
specified budget caps, or operating budgets cannot sustain continued reductions, or the school override were to
be unsuccessful, or other external factors, how would residents prioritize the order of the projects? Do they
support putting the library first?
The Jones Library Renovation/Expansion Project has been in process for over 7 years. During that time it has
come before Town Meeting twice when a majority of Town Meeting members voted to submit the Planning
Grant and the Full Proposal. The Town Council held four Capital Project Listening Session and two Public
Forums. And the Council has received and responded to approximately 100 emails. Prioritizing the projects is
beyond our control if we wish to accept the MBLC grant – it is available now. The issue before the Town Council
is are they confident that the Town can afford all four of the Major Capital Investments with financial caps
placed upon projects where possible.
Non-Financial Questions for the Library Team: Assumptions and Data to Support the Expansion
1. Library Chats: One indicates that the Expansion plan will “reopen” parts of the Historic building that are not now
open. What rooms and areas are these?
The primary space that would be opened up to the public is on the second floor of the building. At the top of
the staircase, there is a room behind closed doors that houses our Technical Services department. Technical
Services requires a large amount of space as they are responsible for purchasing and cataloging all books and AV
for the Library and its branches. This area of approximately 1,200 sq feet of the original building is fully used by
staff and cannot currently be made available to the public. The historic nature of this space with its original
antique carved wood and fireplace lends itself well to becoming part of the Adult Reading Room and Quiet
Study Rooms that would be renovated and enjoyed by the public.
Additionally, the Board Room is another 800 square foot space that would be open to the public as an additional
meeting space. This room is currently locked unless it is being used by the Board of Trustees, due to the
overflow of Special Collections items that must be secured and for which there is no other available storage.
2. Why are they closed to the public now? Could these be opened to the public when the Library reopens before
construction?
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These rooms are currently staff only spaces including the entire Technical Services Department, Special
Collections storage, and the Staff Kitchen/Lounge. These spaces cannot be opened up to the public without this
Expansion/Renovation project.
3. Target Vulnerable Populations Community Chat January 7: Has there been any outreach to these groups
(community chat)? Is the location of Jones accessible for low income from South or North Amherst? Do they
use the branches? What about low-income and BIPOC with children. Do they come down-town to use the
children’s room? What is the mix of current users? Do we know?
The Library Chat around vulnerable populations has resulted in new/renewed and stronger partnerships
between both the Amherst Survival Center and The Literacy Project and the Library. We are excited by these
partnerships and the opportunities they bring to develop communication channels that will allow residents,
particularly communities that have been historically under-represented, to be heard, engaged, and participate in
decisions that affect their community.
The Jones Library is equally accessible for residents in both North and South Amherst. We are fortunate as a
town to have a bus system that stops in front of many of the apartment buildings in the North and South with a
direct commute to the Jones Library where a stop is 110 feet from the building entrance.
In contrast, the Munson Memorial Library is a very well used library in South Amherst, but not by residents who
lack access to a personal vehicle. The closest bus stop to the Munson library is a mile away. For example,
walking to the Munson Memorial Library from say Mill Valley or The Boulders is a 2 mile walk of about 45
minutes (it is also a 2 mile walk to the Jones Library). If instead, you take a bus, one could either walk a ½ mile
to the bus stop, board the bus, and then exit at the closest bus stop, which is 1 mile away from the Munson
library and walk another 20 minutes. Alternatively one could pick up a closer bus at Mill Valley, exit that bus,
walk a short distance to catch a different bus, exit at the closest stop to the Munson and then walk the mile to
the Library. Any of those options is about a 35-45 minute option.
In contrast, the bus to the Jones Library is less than a minute walk to the bus stop that takes you directly from
the apartment complexes to the Jones Library and drops you in front of the building for a total commute time of
10 minutes.
The North Amherst Library is also a very well used library. Fortunately for families without a car, both the North
Amherst Library and the Jones Library are very accessible options. For example, a family living in Presidential
Apartments could either walk ¾ of a mile to reach the North Amherst Library or take a direct 8 minute bus ride.
The Jones Library is also easily accessed from the same location in Presidential Apartments with a direct bus ride
and a total commute of about 13 minutes.
We know the Library is a key resource for our most vulnerable populations. Families without internet,
computers, literacy, or English, as well as low income families who rely on access to books, computers, free
programming or other opportunities use the library regularly. One of the many benefits of an expanded library
is the opportunity it will provide the library to add additional computers which are often full with a waiting list,
space for larger programs so all who want to attend programming will have the opportunity, and a larger ESL
space. Many of our ESL participants are parents of children in our elementary schools. The ability to bring their
children with them and have them participate in a program or activity while they practice English provides a
myriad of opportunities for these families around language acquisition, creating a sense of belonging in our
community, and accessing free programming for the happiness and development of their children. (See the
chart below regarding enrollment in Amherst Elementary Schools).
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What we have heard repeatedly from other libraries after an expansion is that they see new or increased usage
by portions of the population that previously did not regularly use the library. Their renovation and addition
allowed them to remove both known and unknown barriers of access and welcome new and often underserved
populations in their communities.
4. Demolish 18,800 “new” 1993 addition: where will the debris be sent? Will Amity need to be closed or made oneway during this phase to allow large trucks to enter and leave? For how long? Are costs for closure police and
road repairs included in the Project Budget?
The Library Project is currently in the Schematic Design phase. Details regarding debris removal will be
developed as the project moves into the Design Development and Construction Document phases. The
Sustainability Committee will continue to be involved throughout the project and their input and
recommendations sought for consideration by the Building Committee and Board of Trustees.
Details regarding construction and the impact of construction will be developed as the project moves into
Design Development and Construction Document phases. The current construction cost estimate site work
includes reconstruction of the access road, limited staff parking, pedestrian walkways and plaza, together with
associated soft and hardscape.
5. Impact on abutting buildings: Will the demolition have a potential impact on nearby buildings, including the
History museum? Will Jones insure against for potential damage?
From the OPM: The methods described below are typical for most projects developed on, or adjacent to
properties which may be impacted by construction activities. While not specific to Historic Structures, the
process below can apply to any adjacent structure.
Protecting the Strong House, or other neighboring structures during adjacent construction activities requires
thorough planning and communication between the Jones Library Team and the adjacent property owners.
While construction work can pose a more immediate threat than incremental impacts from use, aging, or
weather, the current condition of the adjacent structure is a critical consideration. A properly maintained
structure with solid foundations, tight masonry joints, solid framing and connections, intact interior and
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exterior walls, sound gypsum board plaster, and properly glazed and operable windows is at less risk from
neighboring activity than a structure that has been neglected. As noted in a prior E-mail, it is understood the
Strong House was negatively impacted during the previous project and may have current structural issues.
Providing adequate protection to property and structures adjacent to the Jones Library project may involve the
following process:
A. Consultation between the adjacent property owners and the Project Team. Identify potential risks which
may include: Vibration, Movement, Water infiltration, Direct Impact, Fire, Dust, Dirt, Exhaust, Noise or
Security Concerns. Once risks are identified, review and determine agreed upon protective measures.
Early consideration of potential issues, and before damage takes place or worsens, may allow for the
adoption of safeguards that protect not only the physical integrity of the adjacent structure(s), but the
construction project schedule and budget. Most important, is establishing an understanding about what
steps will be taken to protect each party’s best interest.
B. Document the condition of the Strong House prior to adjacent work. A thorough pre-construction survey
and documentation of the adjacent property and structure ensures a common understanding of present
conditions and suggests appropriate damage prevention measures that can be taken at both the adjacent
site and the construction site.
C. Implement protective measures at both the construction site and the Adjacent site(s). The determined
safeguards will be included in the project manual as a component of the work. Preconstruction meetings
will address the concerns and actions. Responsibility for implementing the agreed upon protections will
be established among the developer, the general contractor and relevant subcontractors, and the
adjacent property owner. Such decisions should be listed in performance specifications that accompany
any Agreements between the contractor and the Owner. A walk through of the historic building by the
Construction Project Team will be encouraged.
D. Provide regular monitoring during construction to identify damage, to evaluate the efficacy of the
protective measures in place, and to identify and implement additional corrective steps if required, a
routine program of visual inspection and vibration and movement monitoring may be specified to ensure
early detection of the effects the construction work is having on the historic building.
E. Finally, Schedules for major work such as excavation, and requirements for materials delivery, site
storage, and other use of the premises by the contractor should be discussed and arranged to minimize
disruptions to the adjacent properties site.
While this summary addresses industry standard measures for protecting adjacent properties, it is not to be
considered final. The project is early in the design phase and, site logistics and project requirements, have yet
to have been fully identified or explored. Options such as use of the North Pleasant St. Parking lot, temporary
use of North Prospect Street as a two-way road, are yet to have been considered.
6. Special collections: Why plan to store all on site? Why this extra space rather than offsite? How many visitors to
the collection are there each year? Will the reading space be open for general study, quiet use?
Our Special Collections department is a gem with materials of local, national, and international importance.
Researchers come from all over the world to use its Emily Dickinson and Robert Frost Collections as well as its
other holdings. Our Emily Dickinson Collection is one of the best in the world and includes original Dickinson
poems and letters, family correspondence, photographs, and even a few physical objects like her bonnet
trimmings. Our Robert Frost Collection is the third largest in the world and Frost himself named the Jones
Library as his first collector.
However, our collection’s greatest strength is in the unique materials documenting the history of Amherst and
its residents. People come here to use its maps, account books, diaries, deeds, newspapers, family papers,
organizations’ records, and so much more. It is the repository for some of the Town’s official records as well. In
it will be found the Amherst tax records, which can tell everything from who in Amherst owned enslaved people
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in the 1700s to when houses were built to how many cows Emily Dickinson’s father owned in 1863 (the answer
is 2). We have the fire department’s historical records, which can tell you about the oh-so-many fires Amherst
experienced during its history. The diaries, letters, and scrapbooks have helped first and second graders begin to
understand what farming in Amherst was like 200 years ago. We have a letter from John Quincy Adams, the pen
Helen Hunt Jackson used to write her best-known novel Ramona, letters from Noah Webster, Harlan Fiske
Stone’s Hooverball, and original documents from members of Shays Rebellion. And that doesn’t begin to
describe the one-of-a-kind treasures that are tucked away in this corner of the library.
Yet despite its significance, many library users don’t realize our department exists because it is tucked away on
the third floor. Even when residents do stumble upon the archives (often while looking for some other place),
they often don’t think they are allowed to wander inside because their first experience is being met with a
locked door with no staff in sight. Everyone has to use a buzzer and wait for staff to let them in; it’s the only way
to secure our collections. Once they come in, they are always impressed by what we have to offer in terms of
collections and exhibits.
Our biggest hindrance in Special Collections is the space itself. The HVAC system is at the end of its life and has
leaked three times in the last four years due to system failures. The latest leak occurred this past summer. 710
books and 12 manuscript boxes had to be removed from the shelves; 157 of those books were water damaged,
including rare volumes by Noah Webster, Helen Hunt Jackson, Edward Hitchcock, and Julius Lester as well as
very rare imprints from the early 19th century. Parts of the manuscript collections were also damaged, including
some of the First National Bank of Amherst records and the Kinsey Garden scrapbooks. The Henry Jackson
photograph albums, which are one of the Library’s only collections documenting the Black community of
Amherst in the 19th century were affected, as well as early 18th century documents relating to Amherst long
before its incorporation, Garden Club records, and the Ira Chafee Goodell correspondence. The equipment that
failed is at the end of its useful life, there is no way to reconfigure it to prevent a similar failure in the future.
Moving the collections elsewhere is not a feasible option because there is no other climate-controlled, secure
space in the building and storing the collections offsite is far too expensive and also makes them difficult to
access. Giant blue tarps currently cover the shelves to protect them from future system failures, which is not
good for the collections (there would be catastrophic damage in the event of a fire) and greatly impedes my
staff’s ability to access the materials. You can see for yourselves how cumbersome it is to retrieve materials
under the tarps by watching this video where I describe the space needs (start at 10:58 to see the tarps):
https://vimeo.com/433026010
Additionally, fire code prevents us from having a door to the collections storage area, making it impossible to
create a space that is truly climate controlled. Without a door, the storage area has no security beyond staff
oversight. We can’t leave our collections open and unattended when they are of extraordinary monetary, and
incalculable historical, value. That means our wonderful exhibit space can only be open when staff is present.
We also have to close the reading room to researchers every time we have a class or group visit the space, even
if they are only here to see the exhibits, because the spaces are connected and groups cannot be
accommodated solely within the exhibit space.
Most importantly, we are out of storage space for our collections. We are so short on space that we store
materials in other parts of the library, including on the original third floor that can only be reached from the
Special Collections department by two separate elevators or staircases. These other spaces are not climate
controlled and suffer from wide fluctuations in temperatures, causing damage to the collections and severely
impeding our long-term preservation efforts. The Head of Special Collections has noted that in her six years at
the Library, she has noticed considerable deterioration in many of the materials on this floor and has worked to
relocate our most vulnerable materials (photographs and recordings) to our climate-controlled storage area.
This has meant having to move other materials to this third floor space.
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Having no additional storage space means we cannot actively acquire new additions. We’ve had to turn away
significant collections because we do not have the space to house them. Lack of space also means we cannot
work to diversify our collections. One the goals of our Head of Special Collections during her tenure here at the
Jones is to ensure that all Amherst residents are represented in our collections because we preserve the history
of the entire town. Right now, you will only be certain of finding yourself reflected in our collections if you are a
white, heterosexual, middle class, Christian, able-bodied male. Of course we have materials relating to other
people as well, however, those items are a small percentage of our overall collections. For example, our
collections contain only a handful of items relating to Amherst’s BIPOC communities and even fewer relating to
the Town’s LBGTQI+ community. An expanded and renovated library would allow us to actively acquire more
diverse materials because we would be able to ensure that these new additions would be adequately cared for
making them accessible to future Amherst residents.
7. Community rooms: Will these be accessible for community use when the library is not open? What are the plans
for doors/access/cleaning/managing of reservations?
The addition to the Jones Library will allow us to create community spaces that can be safely and efficiently
accessed after hours while keeping the remainder of the Library closed and inaccessible from the public. The
current schematic design provides for a ground floor entrance from the CVS parking lot to access the large
community room as well as public toilets and other areas in support of this space. Additional details regarding
these spaces will be more fully developed and discussed as part of the Design Development phase.
8. Transition: The document says all staff will continue to be paid during the 72 weeks the library will be closed.
What is the plan? Are we planning a library service elsewhere? Please explain.
The Library‘s building project team will work with the Town Manager to find the best place(s) for Jones Library
services to continue during construction. Materials will continue to be purchased and circulated, and programs
will continue to be offered throughout construction, as is required by the MBLC’s Construction Grant contract.
9. Adult AV room: What will this include? Do we have evidence that people will continue to want DVD and AV. Is
equipment included in the budget? How does this space compare with Forbes?
Currently in the AV sections, we do not have enough space for our materials, which remain very popular with
our patrons. In particular, we are lacking space for Blu-ray films, a format that is in great demand from Amherst
patrons, and the DVD collection has filled all available space. Also, more shelf space is required to provide
proper security for the AV collection including the Playaways and Books-on-CD. We would like to house the
entire AV collection in one spot. Because AV formats are ever-popular and ever-changing (i.e., it wasn’t that
long ago when we were all listening to music on cassette tapes), public libraries will always require space to
house an AV collection.
10. Book Collection and Magazines: A lot of space is devoted to books/magazines. How large is the planned
collection? Have we been downsizing? Can we throw out old magazines and go digital? (Large space in current
Jones. Appears many are available digital from Boston Public Library. including National Geographic back to
before 1900.)
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11. Estimate of 227,000 Visits? What is the basis for this estimate? How did you count?
The Library utilizes an automated counter that is tied to software to calculate patron counts in the building.
a. Does it count actual visitors to the Library – people? Yes
b. Does the people count include fundraising events such as Sammies that may occur off-site? No
c. Does it include electronic – use of CWMARS and interlibrary loans? No
d. Does it include visits to the Branch libraries? No, each Branch has its own counter (see statistics for each
building below).
e. Who are the non-residents that use Jones? Other near-by Towns? The Library does not track where people
come from when they enter the doors of the building and use our services.
Below are the statistics that reflect pre-COVID numbers in 2019.


The Jones Library
Circulation - 412,514
Attendance in the Building - 227,971



The Munson Memorial Library
Circulation - 30,291
Attendance in the Building - 22,587



The North Amherst Library
Circulation - 29,841
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Attendance in the Building - 21,527
12. Estimate of User Population: Why didn’t the Trustees use Amherst Census data in calculation the population
served by the library.
a. What is the basis of the estimate of non-resident users?
The Jones Library used service population (which uses U.S. census data) rather than census population to
guide our planning process due to the fact that the Amherst Town Libraries serve an extensive geographical
area beyond Amherst as reflected by our high circulation figures (see chart and statistics above). The
calculations used in the MBLC application were calculated as follows:
Current Service Population
In order to calculate the Library’s current service population. We used a percentage based on our annual
circulation, as is recommended by the MBLC. In FY 2015, 35% of our annual circulation was to nonresidents. The current population of Amherst is 37,819. 35% of 37,819, plus 37,819 is 51,000.
Projected Service Population
In order to calculate the Library’s projected service population, again we used a percentage based on our
annual circulation. 35% of our annual circulation is to non-residents. Amherst’s projected population is
34,675. 35% of 34,675 plus 34,675 is 47,000.
b. What would the impact on space needs have been if the population served in the grant proposal had been
37,000 rather than 51,000?
According to the MBLC, there is no magic number or formula for the size of collection in proportion to the
population served or to the size of the physical facility. Each community is different, and in order to serve its
community, each public library collection is different. Instead of a “one-size fits all” approach, a library must
set priorities for how its space will be used. Any numerical analysis should be supplemented with anecdotal
information about use from front-line staff.
The space needs of the Jones Library project are based on the Building Program, of which the service
population is one piece of the puzzle. At the MBLC, they ask a Library to imagine that your library has been
flattened by a tornado, and you have to start from scratch. What library services are needed and wanted by
your community, and what facilities are required to provide these services? Created by the Library Director,
in consultation with the library staff and the trustees, the library Building Program is a powerful planning
document. It is the distillation of all that has been learned through community surveys, the library's planning
process, the experience of the staff throughout their careers and the insights of the trustees. It defines the
developing vision of what the library ought to be or might become, both in terms of public services and as a
public facility.
The Building Program articulates the library’s vision of its future and serves as a set of instructions to the
architect. The architect confirms program requirements through independent investigation and then begins
conceptualizing a building that answers the needs expressed. Throughout the project, the building program
serves as a yardstick to determine how true the design remains to that vision. The Building Program for the
Jones Library is attached below.
https://www.joneslibrary.org/DocumentCenter/View/523/Jones-Library-Building-Program-July-2-2015-PDF
c. How many of Jones Library card 19,000 holders are active users? Meaning visit the library to take out a book
at least once a year? What share of users are mainly electronic users (never visit the Library?
100% of Amherst Library Cards are active; inactive Library Card records are purged annually by CW MARS.
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NOTE CHANGE IN NUMBERING FOR THE REMAINDER OF THIS SECTION
13. Do teens currently use the library?
Yes (see below for more detail).
What guarantee is there that they will in the future?
Other libraries in the region and around the country have shared a common thread that the creation of a
dedicated teen space results in an exponential growth in the number of teens using the library. Cultivating a
space in the library that teens can activate and own sends teens a strong signal they are valued and welcome.
The allotment of space in a public building clearly illustrates which groups matter and which groups do not. A
cornerstone of teen library services is the principle that teens be included in planning and be given decisionmaking roles in the development of their space. The active participation of teens ensures that their evolving
needs and interests are being addressed and that they will play a key role in attracting peers to the library.
Teens who are enthusiastically engaged in planning and decision making are likely to develop a sense of
ownership of the library that will enhance the quality of their experience. This begins with the space intended
for teens in the library.
14. Do they prefer a big open space or a smaller enclosed space? Is that space used only in after school hours?
Over the last several years, young adult literature has grown exponentially in popularity, not only with teens, but
also with adult patrons. With its unanticipated growth, the young adult collection was pulled out of the Kids’
Room into a quarter of the Atrium. Staff have worked tirelessly to develop the YA collection into an attractive
and highly-circulated library. Our new young adult books, for example, circulate an average of five times in their
first six months. With lending periods of three weeks, this means these books are borrowed again almost as
soon as they are returned -- that’s impressive! We also want to point out, five times is the average; some of
these books circulate close to ten times within that six-month period.
Our collection needs to be developed further. There is an incredible amount of work that is going into our young
adult nonfiction collection. Staff have needed to find creative ways to sustain the growth of our collection within
the extremely limited shelf space dedicated to young adults. Much like a child quickly outgrowing their clothes,
our collection cannot be kept within our existing footprint.
There are no dedicated computer terminals for young adults (teens aged 12-17). We currently have a mere
three laptops secured for teens to use, but these are kept downstairs in our Crafts Room, where there is low to
no wireless Internet connectivity. Due to the age of the teens, many of them are not able to use the few
computers available in the Kids’ Room, and many are not comfortable using the computers in the Adult
Reference area. We have been granted funds to supply new laptops for teens to use, however we again wonder
where these laptops could be used most effectively, and securely, for teen programs.
There is no dedicated space for teens. This is perhaps the biggest challenge staff face. On Friday afternoons,
teens flock to the Library. This is a part of the established Amherst town culture. To accommodate for this, we
reserve The Woodbury Room downstairs to allow the teens to occupy their time. Staff have worked to offer
innovative and engaging programs for this part of the day, and by working with the teens to establish a trusting
relationship and reputation, we have seen our attendance grow, again, exponentially -- nearly a 400% increase
over a two-year span.
In addition to Friday afternoons, we see high numbers of teens on early release days from the schools. The
Library is one of the only places in Amherst that teens feel welcome. We are seeing hundreds of teens come to
the Library. And in addition to the work Library staff have done with the collection and programs for young
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adults, Library staff have also established relationships with the schools to “borrow” school staff members and
interns to assist in facilitating these teen programs in which we see high numbers of attendees.
Teens do not only come to the Library on Fridays and early dismissal days. During these other times, the
Woodbury Room is typically in use by our other departments, which leaves very few places teens can spend
their afternoons. This time spent at the Library ends up being unstructured, which results in what other
community members might consider to be disruptive or “typical” teen behavior. To highlight one space in
particular: a downstairs corner of the basement by the front of the building. This space has paint peeling off of
its walls, stained and faded carpet and rugs, a broken window that has been patched with masking tape, and
exposed pipes. This space is unattractive, uninspiring, and uninviting -- yet teens (and adults) still spend time in
this area because there is nowhere else for them to go. This space has no wireless connectivity, and only two
electrical outlets. It is not a functional space.
The teens of Amherst have a voice. Pre-COVID, the library staff visited the middle school where they asked a
group of 7th graders for ten things they’d like to see at The Jones Library. Two of their points: a bigger Library,
and a space to call their own. We challenge Amherst residents to speak to these teens in our community, our
future generations, to hear precisely what they believe is in their best interest. We need to put them first, for we
cannot begin to fathom how a town like Amherst could survive without their support.
Library staff are invigorated by the changes an expansion would mean for their department, and energized by
the vast potential that bodes for Young Adult Services. Part of the reason staff enjoy working at The Jones
Library is because of its positive, prestigious reputation as one of the best public libraries in Western
Massachusetts. There has been a tremendous amount of love and effort poured into our Young Adult Services
department and we know that this expansion will set The Jones Library up for an even brighter reputation as a
community that believes in, supports, and empowers their youth -- that is a reputation worth perpetuating, and
one that we will continue to strive for.
15. Will we be charging rent for the use of ESL space by a non-profit?
This has not been decided.
16. In the new plan, where will the Burnett gallery be located?
The Burnett gallery will be located on the ground level with Special Collections, ESL and the large meeting room.
17. Has the library historically done outreach to underserved communities in Amherst? If so, please detail.
Libraries are open to and serve everyone in a community. It is a free, public place where the color of your skin,
or your gender, religion, physical ability, socioeconomic status, education level, or age do not impact your
access. Part of the library’s job is to keep our eyes open to the changes in our community and shifts in
population and respond by diversifying our materials, services, and staff to assure we continue to provide digital
and informational equity for all. It has been and continues to be a critical part of the library’s mission to assure
meaningful outreach and engagement that can only come from the creation of trusted partnerships with the
community.
Each of the different communities we seek to serve know their own needs best and must continue to be
engaged to assure library services and programs are changing and evolving to meet their needs. We continually
strive to assure our building, programming and services aim to make sure everyone feels represented and
included in the community of library patrons. By maintaining ESL services in the Library and through
partnerships and collaboration with Craig’s Doors, Amherst Community Connections, Head Start, The Amherst
Survival Center, The Literacy Project, The Amherst Farmers Market, the Amherst Elementary and Regional
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School Districts, and many more, we seek to communicate our message, “You belong, here, we value you, we
welcome you among us.”
18. Please explain what you could do in the expansion renovation to provide equity that you could not do in the
existing building.
The Jones Library is a beloved institution, but its current building is stretched to the limits by the 225,000 visitors
we receive each year. The creation of an addition to the library will remove the limitations that exist in the
current building and provide vital extra space needed to remove barriers for members of our community who
are unable to fully access the library’s services and programs.
With a larger building the library can provide more computers to the 3,000 Amherst residents who do not have
access to the internet at home. It will help visiting scholars, immigrants, refugees fleeing war, and the families of
32% of our elementary aged students who speak English as a second language build strong connections in our
community while they learn and practice English, study for citizenship exams, and meet their neighbors. A
larger, more efficiently designed building will ensure that families with young children have a dedicated space
that is large enough to accommodate everyone who wants to attend library programs, meet other families, and
find a little respite and connection. Increasing the square footage of our current building allows the library to
create a dedicated safe space for teenagers, whose suicide rates have increased by 64% in Massachusetts. A
space where they will know they are represented, accepted, supported, and nurtured to dream, grow, and
thrive. Expanding the library will allow our Special Collections to expand to make sure that all of our community
members find themselves reflected in our collections. An expanded and completely renovated space allows the
staff to take advantage of a unique opportunity to ‘rebuild’ a library that is centered on representation and
equity and how library services are provided to our community.
19. Does the proposed new building create a general space for computer usage that will be welcoming to area
homeless residents accustomed to using the library? What additional services for homeless folks are planned?
Digital access and digital literacy are incredibly important elements of library services. Our ability to upgrade
our technology, systems, and internet access for patrons is one of the very exciting elements of the proposed
renovation and expansion.
For patrons who do not have their own devices, the Library currently has 38 fixed computer stations for adults
and 7 fixed stations for children (none for teenagers). The proposed renovation and expansion will allow us the
additional space to increase our available computers from 45 total fixed stations, 5 laptops, and 12 tablets to 70
fixed stations, 20 laptops and 30 tablets.
The homeless population includes individuals, couples, and families. It is important to provide as many options
for computer access as possible to create a welcoming and inclusive environment for everyone. To that end, in
the renovated and expanded building we will be able to offer different options to access computers and the
internet in the Library. Users can choose from accessing a computer at a public internet workstation (what you
see now in the building) plus the choice of working on computers with an internet connection that are scattered
throughout our collection areas, including dedicated computers in the children and teen areas. The additional
laptops and tablets available to patrons also allow for internet access via the wifi throughout the building. All
computers will have comfortable and ergonomic seating and patrons will have more choice in terms of where
and how they access computers to go online.
The Library currently provides social services but because of space limitations, these services are offered in a
very public place. The additional space gained from the expansion will allow the library to create a social worker
in residence in a private space.
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20. How will library services be provided during construction and closure of the building? And how will traffic be
disrupted and re-routed? What are the plans?
The Library is required to provide library services during the construction. The Library will create a detailed plan
for the location and provision of these services. The guidance from the MLBC states:
“As you plan for temporary quarters, it is realistic to assume that your temporary space will not accommodate
your entire collection and that some or much of it may have to go into storage. There are no guidelines as to
what should go into storage or how much, you will want to use your knowledge of borrowing patterns to
prioritize and make decisions about what will make and available and what you store. One thing that is
important to remember is that even while in temporary quarters the library must continue to qualify for state
aid.”
21. What plans are being made for additional parking that will be needed for expanded use of the building?
According to the MBLC’s guidelines, the proposed Jones Library, ideally, would have one parking space for every
400 gross square feet of building, or 153 parking spaces (i.e. 61,296/400=153).
The following information was created in 2016 in conjunction with the Town of Amherst and included in the
MBLC grant application.
According to the Amherst Town Center Public Parking map and table below, there are:
● 199 parking spaces adjacent to the Library
● 283 parking spaces where patrons would have to cross one stree to get to the Library
● 88 parking spaces where patrons would have to cross two streets to get to the Library
For a total of 490 public parking spaces
Name

Number of
Spaces

Length of Stay

Applicable
Times

Location

1

Library Property

7

No Limit

No Limit

Library Property

2

CVS Public Lot

73

8 hours

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Adjacent

3

Amity Meters

9

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Adjacent

4

North Pleasant Meters

30

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Adjacent

5

Amity Meters

12

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

6

North Prospect Meters

4

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

7

Amity Lot

29

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

8

South Prospect Meters

4

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

9

North Pleasant Meters

24

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

10

Boltwood Garage

170

4 hours

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Across Street

11

Main Street Meters

25

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

12

Kellogg Lot

3

20 minutes

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street
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13

Lower Bangs Lot

12

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

14

Town Hall Lot

3

4 hours

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Across Street

15

North Common Lot

30

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

16

Spring Street Lot

35

2 hours

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Across Street

The Library will retain seven parking spaces on the Library’s property, which can be used for handicapped
parking. Also, the 73 CVS Public Lot spaces and 9 meters along Amity Street and 30 meters along North Pleasant
Street are adjacent to the Library’s property; these spaces are convenient and patrons do not have to cross busy
intersections to get to the Library from this lot.
The Library is also one of the most central sites in the downtown. It is located within 110 feet of the central
intersection in downtown and is on several active and regular PVTA bus routes.
Since the MLBC application in 2016, the Town of Amherst conducted an updated Downtown Parking Study in
May of 2019, identifying Key Issues and Opportunities. The Library would continue to be partner with the Town
around discussion of parking needs due to the increased patronage at the Library resulting in more visitors to
our vibrant downtown and local businesses.
22. Rent is included in the budgets. Who are we paying rent to? Where will services be located?
The Project Budget for the Renovation and Expansion includes $500,000 for Temporary Location. The KRA
estimates used the OPM’s figures as the basis for their calculations for temporary quarters in the repair options.
The Library‘s building project team will work with the Town Manager to find the best place(s) for Jones Library
services to continue during construction. If the Library is able to utilize a Town space free of rent, the money
allocated for rent would be moved to the OPM Contingency line.
23. How will library services be provided during construction and closure of the building? And how will traffic be
disrupted and re-routed? What are the plans? These questions need more detailed answers than are currently
being offered. How will services be provided? What other locations will be used to provide services when the
library is not able to be open? What services will be lost, have to be interrupted, and for how long? Construction
projects often cost more and take more time than anticipated, so I think detailed plans for how services will be
provided and how traffic will be handled during construction are needed before choosing an option for the
project and before deciding how to proceed. As a frequent user of the library I find the amount of closure time
quite daunting! What about utilities? Book purchases (hopefully none) and staff such as maintenance and
support staff not active whatever services the staff can offer while located offsite?
See answer to questions 8 and 20 regarding library services. See question 20 regarding traffic. See question 3
regarding staffing.

24. What is the economic impact of this construction on the whole town?
Place-based economic development stresses the importance of offering attractive, functional, and communitybased places, such as libraries, in town squares and depressed neighborhoods. Like a major department store in
a mall, libraries attract large numbers of people, creating economic opportunities for a myriad of businesses and
organizations in the surrounding area. Large cities (such as Chicago), medium-sized ones (Hudson, Ohio), and
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even small towns (Putney, Vermont) have successfully transformed their libraries into the hubs of vibrant
neighborhoods.
Users who stop at the library while completing a longer list of errands report "halo" spending at firms and
establishments close to the library. Studies reflect that proximity to a library increases spending for those
businesses located near the library.
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